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“Let us rise early and go to the vineyards; let us see whether 
the vine has budded and its blossoms have opened, and whether 
the pomegranates have bloomed. There I will give you my love.” 

Song of Solomon 7:12

“O God, You are my God; I shall seek You [early]; my soul thirsts for 
You, my flesh yearns for You, in a dry and weary land where there is no 

water.”
Psalm 63:1

“O satisfy us in the morning with Your lovingkindness, 
that we may sing for joy and be glad all our days.”

Psalm 90:14

Introduction:          
 
Watchman Nee was the Chinese evangelist who was imprisoned for his faith 
by the communist government in 1952 where he remained until his death 
20 years later. He once wrote, “The first choice giving evidence of one’s love 
towards the Lord is the choice between one’s bed and the Lord. If one chooses 
to love his bed more, he sleeps longer; but if he chooses to love his Lord more, 
he will rise up a little earlier.”1  

One of the first evidences of new life in the Christian believer is the desire 
to spend time with his God in the morning. The men of old called this time, 
“the morning watch.” In this study, I want to set before you one of the most 
basic and fundamental exercises for the Christian. Let us discover together the 
beauty of the morning watch.

Why Must We Rise Early?           
 
The early morning is the best time to meet with the Lord. Morning is the 
best time of the day. It provides the best opportunity to receive God’s provi-
sion of spiritual food and fellowship before the day begins. If we are careless 
about our souls in the morning hour, we will be careless about spiritual things 
throughout the day. Prayer at other times of the day cannot compare with the 
prayer offered in the morning hour. Bible study at other times of the day is not 
the same as that which is done at dawn. 
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There seems to be a sweetness and solitude of spirit found only as the day 
breaks.

Another reason that we must rise early is to present our time to God before 
we give time to men and the world. To give the world the best part of your day, 
and then to bring the leftovers to God at the end when you are dead-tired, will 
affect the quality of your relationship with God. Those who rise early to spend 
time with God possess strength to deal with the problems that come later in 
the day. George Muller confessed that whether he was fed in the morning hour 
determined his spiritual condition for the whole day.2  Donald Grey Barnhouse 
once said, “The Christian has to live in the world, but he must draw all his re-
sources from outside of the world.”3 The morning hour gives us the best time 
to draw those spiritual resources from heaven. Although we do not find any 
direct command of God to rise early, we are given sufficient examples of faith-
ful servants of God who were early risers. 

An Example From the Old Testament:           
 
It is clearly revealed to us that God’s dealing with His people Israel was not 
only for redemptive purposes; it was also for instructive purposes for us. In 
Romans 15:4 we read, “For whatever was written in earlier times was written for our 
instruction, so that through the perseverance and the encouragement of  the Scriptures we 
might have hope.” Again in 1 Corinthians 10:11 we read, “Now these things hap-
pened to them as an example, and they were written for our instruction, upon whom the 
ends of  the ages have come.” 

In Exodus 16, we have the account where God provided manna for His peo-
ple that had to be gathered early in the morning. If they waited too long, the 
hot sun would melt it away (Ex.16:21). The people of God were to gather just 
enough for the day. If they gathered too much, the leftovers bred worms and 
became foul. This ancient account provides two contemporary lessons for us: 

First, every believer needs to know that to receive spiritual nourish-• 
ment and to enjoy spiritual communion with God, one has to rise up a 
little earlier. If he rises too late, some of the food that could have been 
gathered is lost. The busyness of life and the noise of our world make it 
more and more difficult to find a quiet time to spend with God. 
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Second, the manna, which tasted like fresh oil and honey, represented • 
a foretaste of better things to come (Num.11:8; Ex.16:31). However, 
the more they gathered of it, the more they got sick of it and complained. 
It became dull and boring to them. This can happen in your daily quiet 
times as well. If you miss the purpose of daily devotions, your quiet time 
will spiral down into a mechanical performance that provides no profit. 
The manna was a picture of Christ who is the bread of life (John 6:35). The 
taste of oil and honey, which represented the dual role of the Holy Spirit 
to stimulate and sweeten, was meant to quicken them just enough to 
hunger for more. The thin, dry wafer was only meant to sustain them, not 
to satisfy them. The same is true of the morning devotions. They are de-
signed to allow the Holy Spirit to lead you to Christ to be satisfied in Him. 

The example from the Old Testament teaches us that the spiritual provision 
of nourishment must be gathered in the morning hour. God has designed this 
means of grace to aid us to drink from the spring of life—Christ Himself.

Jim Faucett once said, “It is misguided to think that God will revive a people 
who find no time to commune with Him from the heart.”4  Dr. John Blanchard, 
the internationally-known apologist and author, once said, “If you are a failure 
in your devotional life, you are a phony in every other part.”5  How could this 
be true? Some who hear this stiffen their necks and say, “I’m no phony! What 
right does this man have to say this of anyone?”

Perhaps you would reconsider this by listening to the words of a theologian 
of the first rank—Jean Cauvin. We know him as John Calvin, the great Geneva 
Reformer. 

Man never achieves a clear knowledge of  himself  until he has first looked upon 
God’s face, and then descends from contemplating Him to scrutinize himself.6 

Examples of Early Risers:           
 
Many of God’s servants in the Bible had the habit of rising early:

Abraham• —“Now Abraham arose early in the morning and went to the place 
where he had stood before the LORD” (Gen.19:27).
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Jacob• —“So Jacob rose early in the morning, and took the stone that he had put 
under his head and set it up as a pillar and poured oil on its top” (Gen.28:18).

Moses• —“So he cut out two stones tablets like the former ones, and Moses rose up 
early in the morning and went up to Mount Sinai, as the LORD had commanded 
him…” (Ex.34:4; Cf. 8:20, 9:13, 24:4).

Joshua• —“Then Joshua rose early in the morning; and he and all the sons of  Is-
rael…” (Josh.3:1; Cf. 6:12, 7:16, 8:10). 

Hannah• —“Then they arose early in the morning and worshiped before the Lord…” 
(1 Sam.1:19).

David• —“So David arose early in the morning and left the flock with a keeper…” 
(1 Sam.17:20).

Job• —“When the days of  feasting had completed their cycle, Job would send and 
consecrate them, rising up early in the morning and offering burnt offerings…” (Job 
1:5).

The Lord Jesus Christ• —“In the early morning, while it was still dark, Jesus 
got up, left the house, and when away to a secluded place, and was praying there” 
(Mark 1:35).

Most of the activity related to God’s work and consecration took place in the 
morning hour. I’m sure that experience will testify that often a half-hour or 
hour in the morning is more fruitful than two hours of study later in the day. 
The world may see no difference in rising an hour or two earlier, but in spiritual 
matters it makes a difference. Martin Luther, George Muller, Andrew Murray, 
John Wesley, as well as David Brainerd and many others rose early to spend 
time with God. I have never read of a prayer warrior who did not rise early. I 
have never read of a missionary, preacher, or any Christian who has made an 
impact on those around them, who did not rise early for time with God. If many 
of God’s faithful servants rose early, including our Savior, isn’t it a good thing 
to follow their example? (Heb.13:7)
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What Do We Do After Rising Early?          
 
In Proverbs 26:14 we read, “As the door turns on its hinges, so does the sluggard on 
his bed.” How does a sluggard act on his bed? He is like a door turning upon 
its hinges. A lazy person will turn in his bed, but he will never leave it. He turns 
one way and then the other way, but instead of getting up, he remains in bed. 
He moves but makes no progress. Why? He loves the bed and he loves sleep. 
Sleep was not given by God to love, but to aid us to live.

If you desire to make progress in your spiritual life, you must love the Lord 
more than you love sleep. However, our aim in rising early is not to just get out 
of bed. The purpose is to seek spiritual fellowship and sustenance from God. 
Here are three things we should do when we rise early:

First, we should commune with God. At the beginning of our study, we read 
Solomon’s words, “Let us rise early and go to the vineyards; let us see whether the vine 
has budded and its blossoms have opened, and whether the pomegranates have bloomed. 
There I will give you my love” (Song 7:12).

The chief reason we rise early is to give our love to God and receive God’s love 
and light. This time is not a time of intense study for a Bible study lesson. We 
should spend this time:

Holding fellowship with God• 

Waiting quietly before the Lord• 

Meditating on His Word• 

Receiving guidance and impressions made by His Spirit• 

Allowing God to speak to us• 

Communion with God can be defined in many ways, but at its heart is the truth 
of simply opening up our hearts to God. When our hearts are open to God, 
God opens our minds, gives us light, touches our soul and makes us aware of 
how much we need His grace. The Psalmist said, “For with You is the fountain of  
life; in Your light we see light” (36:9). In other words, “In the light of God, human 
vision clears.”7  
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A.W. Tozer got to the heart of communion when he said, “God being who He is 
must always be sought for Himself, never as a means toward something else…
God has not bowed to our nervous haste nor embraced the methods of our 
machine age. The man who would know God must give time to Him.”8  

Matthew Henry once said, “To wait on God is to live a life of desire toward Him, 
delight in Him, dependence on Him and devotedness to Him.”9  Communion 
with God is the highest activity you can participate in!

Second, we should sing praise to God. The morning hour is the sweetest time 
to lift our hearts to God in song. In the quietness of your heart and mind, while 
gazing upon creation, or thinking about His grace, songs of love or deliverance 
flow naturally from the heart of the child of God. Often Christians create their 
own songs to God or the Spirit brings to mind a psalm, hymn, or spiritual song 
(Eph.5:18-19). 

Third, we should seek God before we seek food. The morning hour is to gath-
er spiritual manna. This is not the time for commentary study, but for con-
templation, meditation, and reflection. Take a brief passage and blend praise, 
prayer, and reflection with it. Avoid long, exhaustive reading. Grab a nugget or 
two and hold it before your heart. If it is a promise, say, “Lord, I receive it.” If 
it is a declaration, say, “Lord, I believe it.” Resist becoming mechanical and 
regimented. You might start with song one moment, and then find yourself 
praying for others and yourself the next moment. Sometimes, you might find 
yourself asking God for light, and at other times, you might find yourself giving 
God your love. The key is to learn to blend these four things freely: Bible reading, 
prayer, communion, and praise. 

Beware of making the morning hour a standard of righteousness or maturity. 
The standard is Christ! We will speak about this more later. Be reasonable. 
Just because Luther spent no less than four hours each day in the presence 
of God, doesn’t mean that you can. Start where you are, but start. Do not set 
out to give two hours a day at the beginning. There is a strong probability that 
you will not keep to it and get discouraged. Remember, quiet times are holy 
habits. They begin with your thoughts about God: if thoughts are the seeds of 
actions, then sow good thoughts in your mind and act on them regularly and 
sincerely—you will soon find you have a good habit in your life. 

Many Christians fail to grow in grace because they think that since they are not 
committing “big sins,” they are not in a backslidden condition. However, the 
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warning to the people of God is most often to look out for the “little things.” 
Zechariah challenges us not to “…[despise] the day of  small things…” (4:10). It 
is the “…little foxes that are ruining the vineyards…” (Song 2:15). “…a little leaven 
leavens the whole lump…” (1 Cor.5:6). Your quiet times might seem like a little 
thing, but when they are neglected, it results in great loss. It is a sad thing to 
be impoverished by the things we want, while God is waiting to give you the 
things you need—in the morning watch! 

A well-known pianist once remarked, “If I do not practice for one day; I notice 
something wrong. If I do not practice for two days, my wife notices something 
wrong. If I do not practice for three days, the whole world notices something 
wrong.”10  If we as Christians fail to cultivate daily time with the Lord in the 
morning hour, not only will our family know, but our friends and our co-workers 
will know it too. Why? Because we have not reached the source of our spiritual 
life and our attitudes and actions will show it.

“If we spend sixteen hours a day dealing with tangible things and only five min-
utes a day dealing with God, is it any wonder that tangible things are 200 times 
more real to us than God?”11 John Knox’s prayers were feared more than a 
mighty army because he cultivated time with Christ. Luther’s motto was “to 
have prayed well is to have studied well.”12  This was the secret of his immense 
labor and faithfulness. We must school ourselves to do as a routine those 
things which are best for our souls. Time spent with God in the secret place or 
the morning watch is never the cause of spiritual lethargy. If you are too busy 
for God, you have already fallen for the devil’s lie; and that is, life’s activities are 
more satisfying than the enjoyment of Christ’s love. When Christ ceases to fill 
the heart with satisfaction, our souls will go in silent search of other lovers.13 

My brethren, God desires that you meet with Him in the morning hour. Why?

You are in danger of becoming battle weary.• 

God can use this time to deal with your spiritual drowsiness, dullness, • 
and deadness.

Here are some questions to ponder:

Has your soul grown calloused? Does it yearn for the things of the Spir-• 
it?
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Have the layers of worldliness or coldness gotten so deep that you have • 
become accustomed to feeling nothing, enjoying nothing, and expecting 
nothing from Jesus?

Have you learned to live at a distance from Christ in the shadows?• 

Do you read your Bible or stay faithful in service only to keep up appear-• 
ances or quiet the voice of your conscience?

Do you desire renewal, refreshment, and the close fellowship of a felt • 
Christ?

When the bride in the Song of Solomon wished to experience afresh the love 
of her beloved, she said: 

“May he kiss me with the kisses of  his mouth! For your love is better than wine” 
(1:2). 

No words more perfectly express the longings of the Christian’s heart for 
Christ.

Hear the Lord saying to you: 

 “Arise, my darling, my beautiful one, and come along. For behold, the winter is past, 
the rain is over and gone. The flowers have already appeared in the land; the time 
has arrived for pruning the vines, and the voice of  the turtledove has been heard in 
our land. The fig tree has ripened its figs, and the vines in blossom have given forth 
their fragrance. Arise, my darling, my beautiful one, and come along! O my dove, in 
the clefts of  the rock, in the secret place of  the steep pathway, let me see your form, 
let me hear your voice; for your voice is sweet, and your form is lovely.” (2:10-14)
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____________________________________
Resources:
  1 Watchman Nee, A Living Sacrifice, p.100
  2 Ibid, p.111
  3 John Blanchard, Gathered Gold, p.96
  4 Ibid, p.98
  5 Ibid, p.97
  6 Ibid, p.97
  7 Ibid, p.99
  8 Ibid, pp.99-100
  9 Ibid, p.98
10 Nee, p.111
11 Blanchard, p.98
12 Maurice Roberts, The Thought of  God, p.65
13 Ibid, p.57
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“A most commendable practice for every Christian is to have a daily 
meeting with God through the Word and prayer….It is absolutely 

vital to a life of  sustained spirituality, effectiveness, and love. 
It is a barometer of  the Christian life.”1 

Stephen L. Olford

“But I am afraid that, as the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness, your 
minds will be led astray from the simplicity and purity of  devotion to 

Christ.”
2 Corinthians 11:3

 

Introduction:          
 
What does it mean to be devoted to God? How does devotion to Christ flesh 
out in my daily life? In other words, how does it look and what are its results? 
Is there a connection between the Christian’s personal devotion to Christ and 
his daily morning devotions with Him? In this lesson, our aim is to address 
three important questions: 

What does it mean to be devoted to Christ?1. 

What are the two greatest dangers that threaten our devotion to 2. 
Christ?

What are the reasons, requirements, and rules of a meaningful, per-3. 
sonal, devotional life with Christ?

What Does it Mean to Be Devoted to Christ?           
 
The word “devotion” means great love, loyalty, and enthusiastic zeal. If we say 
we love something, but that love never carries us beyond ourselves or above 
what we are comfortable with, it is not love of the highest kind. If the love we 
say we have for Christ is always calculating and safe; if it never launches out in 
faith from the shoreline into the deep, it is not love at all. It may be affection or 
warm feelings, but it’s not the kind of agape love the Scriptures speak of. 
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As Christians, we can find ourselves devoted to many things: sports, work, 
hobbies, politics, friends, and family. Devotion to Christ is something similar, 
yet different. There are scores of people, attending church religiously, who do 
not want to be devoted to Jesus Himself, but to the cause He started. Many 
people who call themselves Christians are not devoted to Jesus Christ. They 
admire Him, respect Him, and even speak kindly of Him; they would never 
disrespect Him. However, are they devoted to Him? We must ask this question 
of ourselves. 

Spiritual devotion and human devotion are similar in that both involve sacri-
fice and commitment. They both involve time and energy. However, they differ 
in three ways: the first difference is at the point of  origin, the second difference 
is in the Person or object, and the third difference is with the motivation and power. The 
origin of human devotion begins with us. It is something we choose because 
of some personal interest or attachment. However, spiritual devotion does not 
start with us; it starts with God.
 
Quote and reflection:          

It is always interesting to read about the people who influenced those who 
influence us. In the 1800s, a small book exploded on the scene that was 
destined to be a spiritual classic. It had great impact upon such men as John 
Wesley, Henry Venn, and the great evangelist, George Whitefield. The name of 
the work is A Serious Call by William Law. It is reported that Charles Wesley told 
his friends that Law had taught him all that he knew about religion. 

One of the reasons this classic was so influential is that it called men and 
women to face a soul-searching question that we need to ask ourselves today. 
It is a question of values, so read it slowly, thoughtfully, and prayerfully. The 
question is: 

Do I want to make money or to make a difference? Do I look to be successful or valuable? • 2 

In the opening chapter of this classic work, Law gave a simple, yet powerful, 
definition of devotion. He wrote, “Devotion signifies a life given, or devoted, to 
God.”3  
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Devotion to God: A Life Given          
 
Devotion to God starts with a life given. This life is the implanting of new 
spiritual life (regeneration) by God, which causes one to be devoted to Him 
(Read Jer.32:38-40; Ezek.36:25-27ff). 

The teaching of Scripture, from beginning to end, is that man is responsible 
for his actions, but he is incapable of turning toward God without the help of 
divine grace. In Ezekiel, we read of a four-fold change that happens in the 
person who is given spiritual life:

First, negatively• —God removes the old, stony, unreceptive heart that is 
uninfluenced by His appeals and love.

Second, positively• —the believer is given a new heart and a new spirit, 
called elsewhere “one heart” or a “heart of  flesh” (Ezek.11:19; Jer.32:39), and 
“a heart to know God” (Jer.24:7). 

Third, causatively• —the existence of this new heart or disposition is due 
to the indwelling Spirit, who writes God’s Law upon our hearts (to awak-
en desire) and inclines us to a life of obedience. 

Finally, practically• —the evidence of this new life and new heart is walk-
ing in God’s statutes and keeping His Word. (Cf. John 3:1-8; Rom.8:2, 5, 9; 
Gal.5:22; Titus 3:5-6; 1 Pet.1:22) 

The only real Lover of the Lord Jesus Christ is God the Father and God the 
Spirit; it is the Spirit of God who pours out the very love of God in our hearts 
(Rom.5:6). The Holy Spirit Himself desires to take every believer—our heart, soul, 
and mind—and make us burn with true love and devotion to Jesus Himself! 

Reflection and self-examination: Look over this four-fold change again. Hold 
them up to your life, your heart, and your mind. Privately ask yourself if this 
change has happened to you. If so, praise God for it! If not, whisper a prayer to 
the Lord: “Lord, change me today!” 
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Devotion to God: A Love Expressed          
 
Devotion to Christ not only starts with a life given, it continues with a love 
expressed. When Mary of Bethany broke the alabaster box of precious oint-
ment and poured it on Jesus’ head, no one else saw any occasion for the act. 
The disciples said it was a waste, but Jesus said it was an act of extravagant 
devotion (Mark 14:1-9). Just as the Lord was filled with joy and commended her 
for it, He does the same thing with us when He sees any of us doing what she 
did. 

At its very essence, Christianity is NOT first and foremost about what we do 
for God; rather, it is the GOOD NEWS of what God has done for us in Christ. 
It is not a life we live first; rather, it is a life we receive by faith through grace 
first (Eph.2:8-9)—and then it is the life of Christ lived through us as we yield 
ourselves to the Spirit of Christ in obedient trust to the Word of Christ. Jesus 
defined a life devoted to God as a life which:

Acknowledges His claims• 

Trusts His promises • 

Answers His call • (Cf. John 10:16) 

 
This new life expresses itself in a deliberate choice, a definite denial, and a 
determined obedience. 

When the Greeks or Jews wanted to declare that something or someone was 
set aside, given up, or devoted to destruction, the word they used was “anath-
ema.” The Apostle Paul used this same pronouncement at the end of his first 
letter to the Corinthians when he said, “If  anyone does not love the Lord, he is to be 
accursed [anathema]…” (1 Cor.16:22). Practically speaking, what Paul was teaching 
is that underneath all of the failures of the Corinthians—the proud wisdom, the 
indulgent sexual behavior, the self-centered and willful disobedience—was a 
greater sin: a failure to love the Lord. This is true of us as well. There is a differ-
ence between a denial and a betrayal. Judas betrayed the Lord in cold blood. 
Peter denied the Lord in a lapse of faith. This is often what happens to us. Our 
Lord has told us Himself how our love to Him is to manifest itself: 

In personal, loving obedience to Him•  

 In John 14:15, Jesus said, “If  you love Me, you will keep My commandments.” 
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 Jesus does not mean that if you want to prove that you love Him, you 
will keep His commandments; rather, He identifies the mark of some-
one who already loves Him: He says that they keep His commandments. 
How so? They do it impartially, cheerfully, and perseveringly. They do it 
impartially—they do not pick and choose. They do it cheerfully—for the 
commandments of the Lord are not burdensome (1 John 5:3). They do 
perseveringly—they keep His Word in good times and in bad times. The 
key to growing in personal, loving devotion to Christ is to spend time with 
Him. 

 Illustrated: The story is told of a little boy who was beaten up by a bully 
every day on his way to school. The boy’s friends told him to go to school 
a different way, but the bully found out about that route, met the boy on 
his way to school, and beat him up again. Another friend advised the boy 
to carry a big stick to school. He carried a stick one day, but the bully 
took his stick and beat him with it. Nothing the boy tried to get rid of this 
bully worked. 

 One day, as the boy was walking to school, the bully jumped out of the 
bushes and clinched his fist. However, this day something was different. 
The boy did not get scared. He balled up his fist and said, “Come on, I’m 
ready! I’m going to take you down right here, right now!” 

 The bully couldn’t believe that this little runt suddenly gained the cour-
age to take him on. However, just as the bully got ready to swing, the 
boy’s father stepped out from behind a bush! He was 6’10” and about 
265 pounds! The bully said, “Uh, oh!” and hit the sidewalk running so 
fast that he ran right out of his shoes! 

 Applied: The moral of the story is stay close to your Father in heaven. 
How do you do that? James says, “Draw near to God and He will draw near to 
you” (James 4:8a). Closeness to God will create in you a greater likeness to 
Him. The best time to draw near to God is in the morning hour.

 You don’t draw near to someone by chance or by accident; you have to 
plan closeness. Intentionality is necessary to achieve intimacy. 
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We express our devotion in loving obedience, but we also express it:

In personal, loving devotion to His interests• 

 In John 21:15-17, Jesus asked Peter three times, “…do you love Me?” and re-
sponded each time with, “Tend My lambs…Shepherd My sheep…Tend My sheep.” 

 In other words, the one who has no love for the Owner of the sheep will 
have no real regard for the safety and health of His flock; if we love Je-
sus, He says we will identify ourselves with His interest in His people.

Threats to Our Devotion to Christ           

What are the two greatest dangers that threaten our devotion to Christ? In 
2 Corinthians 11:3, the Apostle Paul points out that one of Satan’s aims is to 
subtly lure God’s people away from “…the simplicity and purity of  devotion to Christ.” 
The two tools the devil uses in his arsenal are deception and contamination.

Let’s consider the first danger—deception. To help us flesh out our thinking 
on this point, Paul uses a metaphor based upon the Old Testament picture 
where Israel is the bride and God is the bridegroom (Is.50:1, 54:1-6). In the 
New Testament, the church is the bride and the Lord Jesus is the bridegroom 
(Eph.5:22-23; Rev.19:7, 21:2, 9, 22:17). Paul extends the metaphor by taking it 
a step further: he presents himself as the friend of the bridegroom (Cf. John 
3:29) and the father of the bride who brings together the bride and the bride-
groom. 

In the New Testament world, this was called a betrothal. Betrothals in the an-
cient world were binding: there were no casual engagements. A sexual fling by 
a betrothed man or woman was considered adultery, although the couple was 
not officially married. This betrothal took place when Paul led the Corinthians 
to Christ. 

Paul pictures every believer as betrothed to Christ. In the Corinthians’ case, 
he was concerned that she (the Corinthians) was playing around with other 
lovers and he was appalled. He compared it to the seduction of Eve by the 
devil. When Eve fell, why was she deceived? It was not because Satan man-
handled her into sinful submission. She was deceived. However, why was she 
deceived? She was deceived because she was not sufficiently devoted to God. 
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We can sum up the fall in three steps: the will of God was resisted, the Word 
of God was rejected, and the way of God was deserted. The method of Satan’s 
approach was the same then as it is now. 

First, he casts doubt on the Word of God—• “Indeed, has God said…?” He 
questions its veracity.

Second, he substitutes his own word for God’s Word—• “You surely will not 
die!” 

Finally, he calls into question God’s goodness or perfection—• “For God 
knows that in the day you eat from it…” (Gen.3:1-5).

What this means for us is that the first and greatest thing that threatens our 
devotion to Christ is to be deceived about what it means to be devoted to 
Christ. Using Christian lingo, participating in Christian service, or giving to a 
Christian ministry is no indicator of devotion to Christ. 

If we candy-coat our lives with doctrine while living in sin or secretly desiring 
the world, it will only result in a miscarriage of faith.
 

Devotion to Christ can be confused with devotion to service.• 

Devotion to Christ is an overmastering relationship to Him, not to a • 
cause or creed.

Devotion to Christ is the basis of true discipleship. • (Luke 9:23ff)

Devotion to Christ is the key to going out in faith to win souls. • (3 John 7)

The second danger is contamination. Jesus said to His disciples, “He who has 
bathed needs only to wash his feet, but is completely clean; and you are clean, but not all of  you” 
(John 13:10-11). Jesus, of course, ended His statement with reference to Judas. 
Bathing, in this context, refers to being fully cleansed from sin. This happens 
when a person believes in the Lord Jesus Christ savingly. 

He has cleansed us with His own blood (Eph.1:7; 1 Pet.1:18-19; Rev.1:5). The work 
of Christ on Calvary has washed away all of our sins! Now that we have be-
lieved in the Lord Jesus, while we are on our journey in the wilderness of this 
world, we cannot avoid coming into contact with the world. We cannot avoid 
picking up impurities—some by accident, others by ignorance, and still others 
by faithlessness. When we do, we don’t need a bath again. We don’t need 
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to be saved and cleansed again. We just need to get our feet clean. This 
foot washing is a daily work that comes about by the Word of God (Eph.5:26), 
through the work of the Spirit of God, based upon the work of the Son of God. 
(Cf. Heb.9:11-14, 24-28, 10:1-4, 10-12, 19-23) 

No one who is truly born again would question that belonging to Jesus means 
being devoted to Him in undivided loyalty. When the Lord Jesus said, “MAN 
SHALL NOT LIVE ON BREAD ALONE, BUT ON EVERY WORD THAT 
PROCEEDS OUT OF THE MOUTH OF GOD” (Matt.4:4), He made it clear, 
once and for all, that living—in the fullest sense of the word—depends upon 
the daily intake of the Word of God. 

The depth of our relationship with Christ grows deeper by the cultivation 
of our daily devotions. When Jesus spoke of living by “EVERY WORD,” He 
did not mean a casual reading of the Bible. The thought or idea behind this 
phrase is “every spoken word.” In other words, it is only in the quiet place of 
communion and meditation that the child of God can hear, with the ears of 
the heart, the spoken Word. 

Let’s review before moving to the final thoughts:  

Devotion to God is similar to human devotion, but different. • 

Devotion to Christ differs in origin, object, and motivation.• 

Spiritual devotion starts with God.• 

Devotion to Christ is a life given and a love expressed.• 

The two greatest dangers that threaten our devotion to Christ are de-• 
ception and contamination. 

In our last section, let’s make sure we are clear about the reasons, require-
ments, and rules of a devotional life. 

The Reasons:          
Why is a personal, private quiet time with God important?          
 

The quiet time is vital to your spiritual health.1.  (1 Pet.2:2; Heb.5:14) 
One of the marks of a true Christian is a desire for the “pure milk of  the 
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word” (1 Pet.2:2). Peter tells us that there is milk for the Christian baby and 
the writer to the Hebrews tells us that there is meat for the full-grown 
adult (Heb.5:14). God has built into every child, at the new birth, an insa-
tiable desire for that which is necessary for life. The Apostle Peter was a 
man of God as well as a family man. He knew about the experience of a 
father or mother waking up at night to supply a newborn infant with the 
milk he so desperately craves. By using the image of a newborn baby, 
Peter implies that if there is no desire for the milk of the Word, there is 
no new birth or new life. Just as milk is vital to a baby’s health, daily time 
in God’s Word is vital to the health of a Christian. 

 S.L. Brengle, who worked with General William Booth of the Salvation 
Army, once made this statement: “In eating, it is not the amount we eat, 
but the amount we digest that does us good; and just so it is in reading 
and studying. It is not the amount we read, but what we remember and 
make our own—that does us good.”4  

The quiet time is vital for your spiritual cleansing.2.  (Ps.119:9; John 15:3, 
17:11) David asked, “How can a young man keep his way pure?” Then he an-
swered, “By keeping it according to Your word” (Ps.119:9). Jesus said to those 
who believe, “You are already clean because of  the word which I have spoken to you” 
(John 15:3). We are not only brought to spiritual life through the Word 
(James 1:18), we are cleansed by the Word and kept clean by the Word. If 
you want to stay spiritually clean, your daily devotional life is key.

The quiet time is vital to spiritual counsel.3.  (Col.3:16; Ps.73:24) The Bi-
ble is not so much a book of rules, as much as it is a book of revela-      
tion—revelation of the wisdom of God in Christ (1 Cor.1:30). Wisdom is   
God’s vantage point on your situation, and we find this in the Holy Scrip  
tures. Paul tells us that the Word of God is profitable for revealing to us   
what is right (“teaching”), what is not right (“reproof ”), how to get right (“cor-
rection”), and how to stay right (“training in righteousness”) (2 Tim.3:15-17). 
Timothy did not need Paul to remind him of the Bible’s inspiration; he 
needed a reminder of its sufficiency to equip him to fulfill God’s pur-
poses in his life. The same is true for you. 
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 One of the most-asked questions by the Christian believer is: What 
would the Lord have me to do? The surest way to know God’s will is to 
believe every word in your Bible and to believe that God speaks in every 
line. 

 God never gives wisdom that is contrary to His revealed Word. To experi-
ence a guided life, we must know God’s Word.

The quiet time is vital in equipping you for spiritual conflict.4.  (Eph.6:17) 
I once heard a story about a farmer who responded to watermelon 
thieves by putting a sign in his field that said, “Warning: one of these 
melons has been poisoned.” For a few days, he thought his idea had 
worked: the thieves stole no more watermelons. Then one day, he dis-
covered that they had altered the sign to read, “Warning: two of these 
melons have been poisoned.” The farmer had to destroy his entire 
crop because he didn’t know which of the other melons was poisoned.  
 
The devil works in similar ways. No matter what sign we put up, he 
changes it and comes up with something better. He is a master ma-
nipulator and deceiver. How can we ever fight against him successfully? 
The only choice we have in dealing with Satan is “flight or fight.” The 
Christian soldier uses three major strategies to fight Satan:

The first is called  » strategic retreat, or running for shelter to Christ. When 
the evil day comes upon us, we run from Satan to Christ to find a 
refuge in Him. (Cf. Ps.57:1)

The second strategy is an  » unyielding defense. Much of Paul’s famous 
spiritual warfare passage in Ephesians 6:10-18 describes this 
strategy against Satan. We stand, we fight, we conquer, and we 
drive Satan out in the strength of God’s armor. 

The third strategy is an  » attacking offense. In Ephesians 6:14-18, Paul 
describes first the five pieces of armor we use defensively against 
Satan, then three ways to offensively fight him. Twice, Paul tells us 
to “Put on the whole armor of  God…take up the full armor of  God…” (vv.11a, 
13a). Partial equipment won’t do. 
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 The presence of spiritual conflict in your life is evidence that you belong 
to Him. Because of this, you (the church) have become the object of Sa-
tan’s hatred. How are you going to overcome an enemy you have never 
visually seen or audibly heard? The same way Jesus did—depending on 
the Word of God and the Spirit of God (Matt.4:4, 7, 10). With the well-test-
ed armor of God, every Christian can fight the spiritual war successfully. 
However, we must know, believe, love, and hide the Word in our hearts!

The quiet time is vital because God wants to meet with you. 5. The morn-
ing watch or quiet time is not so much a duty to perform, as it is a privi 
lege and honor to share. Think about Who has invited us into His pres-
ence. The Lord of glory summons us into His royal chamber to fellowship 
with Him! What a privilege! What an honor! 

 
It is said that a piano can go out of tune by hard use. The constant strik-
ing of the strings may loosen them and they need to be adjusted if they 
are to continue producing harmonious sounds. Someone has written, 
“in like manner all common experiences have an exhausting effect upon 
us, even when we serve the Lord…as we minister to others, as we strive 
and struggle, duty drains our life fountain. We then need to come into 
God’s presence for spiritual renewal. In the quietness of that fellowship, 
He tunes our lives and strengthens us for further service.”5

Why is a personal, private quiet time with God so hard?

It is hard because what counts, costs• . It doesn’t get easier the longer 
you do it because indwelling corruptions become more vivid; but there is 
no second route to sanctified emotions and spiritual enjoyment. 

It is hard because the adversary seeks to rob you of your time with God• . 
Hurry is the death of prayer. George Muller once said, “You cannot pray 
right until you have heard God’s word aright.”6  This happens in the quiet 
time with God. 
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The Requirements:          
What is required to have a fruitful quiet time?          

You need a definite place and time1.  (Mark 1:35). There is nothing sacred 
about any place. God is omnipresent, which means He is everywhere 
at all times in the fullness of His Person. God will be wherever you are! 
Find a quiet place where you can go without distraction so that you can 
be totally alone with God. The reason you need a definite place and time 
is not for God, but for you. Neither Satan nor our fallen nature will ever 
promote time to spend with God. You have to make time! In doing so, 
you are forming holy habits that will lead to Christ-likeness. Make a daily 
appointment with God and then jealously guard it for the One you love.

You need to have a good-sized Bible.2.  This will allow you to make notes 
in your Bible. However, guard yourself from making too many notes. It 
can confine your mind to old meditations. The notes in your Bible should 
be outlines or interpretive in nature. The notes in your notebook should 
be personal and devotional in nature. 

It is essential to have a prayer journal. 3. Here is just a suggestion: 

Monday » —“M” is for missionaries

Tuesday » —“T” is for thanksgiving

Wednesday » —“W” is for workers

Thursday » —“T” is for tasks

Friday » —“F” is for families

Saturday » —“S” is for the saints

Sunday » —“S” is for sinners
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You must have a spirit of expectancy.4.  Coming to the Lord with the ex-
pectation of receiving something is an essential ingredient of faith. This 
spirit is dependent upon three contributing factors:

There is a physical factor » . You cannot be up all night and expect to 
have a fruitful time in the morning. Your physical body can limit or 
enhance the quality of your devotions. 

There is a moral factor » . In Psalm 66:18 we read, “If  I regard [which 
means enjoy or entertain] wickedness in my heart, the Lord will not hear.” If you 
refuse to turn from whatever is outside of God’s will, you might as 
well as close your Bible; you’ll get no word from God. However, if you 
confess your sin, which means to see it how God sees it, and do with 
it what God would have you to do with it, then cleansing will come 
and God will draw close to you (1 John 1:9).

There is a spiritual factor » . The key ingredient is a determined choice 
beforehand to do whatever God says (John 7:17).

The Rules:          
What are some simple rules that will help you with your quiet time?
          

The first rule is waiting.1.  Two minutes in silence before God will yield far 
more than twenty minutes of rushed devotion. When you come to the 
place of devotion, just sit there for a moment, and remind yourself of 
what you know to be true about God and His Word. 

The second rule is reading (generally, specifically, and personally). 2. 
The “lucky dip” method of opening your Bible to wherever it goes, think-
ing you will find God’s will there, is immature and undisciplined. Learn 
to go to passages that will give you what you need. Then read brief pas-
sages while blending in prayer, praise, and pondering. 

The third rule is thinking. 3. The Christian apologist, Ravi Zacharias, is 
known for his sharp intellect and evangelistic heart. He said, “If read-
ing is the first component of retaining wonder, reflection is the second. 
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Thinking is a dying discipline in a society that throbs with activity.”7  
Someone once asked him how he kept his mind so fresh and his heart 
so sensitive to God’s touch to carry out his calling. His answer was, “I 
know of nothing better than to be in regular times of solitude and quiet-
ness before our Lord.”8  

 In his book, The Return of  the Prodigal Son, Henri Nouwen describes an ex-
perience that completely changed his life. Nouwen was a professor at 
Harvard University and struggled with whether he was in the right place 
of his calling. On a trip to St. Petersburg, Russia, he visited the Hermit-
age Museum in order to see one particular painting, Rembrandt’s por-
trayal of the prodigal son. I have a copy of this painting in my office. In it, 
Rembrandt captures the moment when the son is returning home and 
the father is rushing out to meet him. Nouwen describes his emotions 
as he studied the painting, not for ten minutes or even for an hour; he 
sat before the painting for several hours. He poured over every stroke 
of color, every wrinkle on the father’s skin, every hint of unmitigated 
delight at the sight of his son, every mark on the son’s downtrodden 
but hopeful face, and every ray of sunlight in the painting as real as if 
it beamed through the canvas. After uninterrupted hours of concentra-
tion, he got up a changed man. He returned home, resigned his position 
at Harvard, and worked at a home for the mentally retarded in Toronto, 
Canada. Unhurried reflection on a piece of art changed his life and the 
lives of many others. 

 I wonder how many lives could be touched if you were still long enough 
for God to speak to you. 

The fourth rule is sharing (you share what you enjoy and what you 4. 
share you keep). Find someone with whom you can share what you 
learn about the Lord every day. You will find that it will encourage some 
and edify others. As you seek to be a blessing to others, you will get the 
blessing instead. 

    Oswald Chambers once said, “Beware of anything that competes with 
loyalty to Jesus Christ…the greatest competitor of devotion to Jesus is 
service for Him…one life wholly devoted to God is worth more than one 
hundred lives simply awakened by His Spirit”9  
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Application:           
 
In Oswald Chamber’s classic, My Utmost for His Highest, he entitles a lesson, 
Recall What God Remembers. In it, he lays some searching questions before us 
related to our devotion:

Am I as spontaneously kind to God as I used to be, or am I only expecting   • 
God to be kind to me? 

Am I full of the little things that cheer His heart?• 

How much kindness have I shown Him this past week?• 

Have I been kind to His reputation in my life?• 

Am I as full of the extravagance of love to Jesus as I was in the beginning,     • 
when I went out of my way to prove my devotion to Him? 

Does He find me recalling the time when I did not care for anything but   • 
Him?

Am I so in love with Him that I take no account of where I go; or am I   • 
watching for the respect due to me, weighing how much service I ought  
to give?

One of the old Baptist missionary societies had as its symbol an ox quietly 
standing between a plow and an altar. Underneath was the legend: Ready for 
either or for both! This is the message of the devoted life—plowing quietly if 
that be God’s will or dying on the altar as a drink offering if that be God’s will. 
How devoted are you?
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“We must not be led to believe that the Disciplines are only for spiritual 
giants and hence beyond our reach, or only for contemplatives who devote 

all their time to prayer and meditation. Far from it. God intends the Dis-
ciplines of  the spiritual life to be for ordinary human beings: people who 

have jobs, who care for children, who wash dishes and mow lawns.” 1
Richard J. Foster

 

Introduction:          

What comes to your mind when you hear the word “discipline”? Hard work? 
Deprivation? Exercise? Charts? Budgets? A weight around your neck? When 
Paul said to Timothy, “For God has not given us a spirit of  timidity [cowardice], but of  
power and love and discipline” (2 Tim.1:7), what do you think he meant?

A careful consideration of the context reveals that the Apostle Paul was seek-
ing to encourage Timothy about two things: first, the wonderful heritage of 
true belief in God that came in his family (v.5); and second, the affirmation 
that this same sincere belief dwelt in him. Having reminded Timothy of these 
two things, the Apostle charges Timothy to do something that seems strange 
on the surface: 

Verse 6• —“For this reason I remind you to kindle afresh the gift of  God which is 
in you through the laying on of  my hands.” 

“The gift of  God” that Paul refers to is not a spiritual gift, as some have sug-
gested; it is the Holy Spirit. Timothy was charged to “kindle afresh the gift of  God,” 
which is a present tense verb. It might be translated, “keep fanning the gift of 
God.” It was not that the Spirit’s flame was weak and needed to be strength-
ened by human effort; rather, the Spirit only works in cooperation with those 
who desire His enablement. The way we “kindle afresh” or “fan into flame” the 
Spirit’s enablement is by keeping in step with the Spirit (Gal.5:25) and disciplin-
ing ourselves in godliness to produce the fruit which is His nature (Gal.5:22). 

Most biblical commentators agree that Timothy was probably one who, by na-
ture, was quiet, relaxed, and timid in disposition. However, he was qualified 
to be a leader in the church at Ephesus, and was one of Paul’s most trusted 
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companions. He had a good foundation, a sincere faith, and the gift of the 
Holy Spirit; nevertheless, something else was needed. Thrust into the front-
lines of ministry, Timothy had to face false teachers and carnal Christians. His 
natural tendency was to avoid this kind of confrontation, so Paul directed this 
man of God to consider the deposit of this great gift of the Holy Spirit in his life. 
However, he was also to remember the ability and the boldness that comes to 
every believer because of this gift of God. 

Verse 7• —“For God has not given us a spirit of  timidity, but of  power and love 
and discipline.” 

What does Paul mean when he says, “…God has not given us a spirit of  timidity, 
but of  power and love and discipline”? He means that the Spirit of God that resides 
in Timothy—as well as in every believer—is a Spirit of:

Power1.  (Gk. “dunamis”)—which means that the Spirit enables us to do 
what God requires.

Love2.  (Gk. “agape”)—which is the distinguishing self-denying grace or the 
right attitude to execute what God requires.

Discipline3.  (Gk. “sophronismos”)—which means the ability to think 
straight or orderly (prioritize) so that one can act with the wisdom and 
control that God requires. 

Here is where we find our definition of discipline: discipline is not an issue of 
your make-up; it’s an issue of your mind. A disciplined mind is a well-ordered 
mind. A disciplined mind is a focused or self-controlled mind. A disciplined 
mind is a mind that is able to put God’s will in the proper order to apply in life. 
In a word, discipline is the ability to think straight, to think spiritually, and to 
think scripturally! 

Testing Your Discipline          
 
Finish these statements: 

Discipline is not an issue of your….• 

Discipline is the ability to….• 
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A disciplined mind is a mind that is able to put God’s will in the proper order 
to apply in life. 

A jeweler is able to distinguish one gem from another in order to determine its 
true value. Spiritual discernment is similar, only it is the ability to distinguish 
God’s thoughts and ways from all others. Spiritual discernment is connected 
to spiritual disciplines; and spiritual disciplines start in the mind.

What Is the Purpose of Spiritual Disciplines?          
Spiritual disciplines fall into three categories: 

The purpose of spiritual disciplines is to liberate us from the choking slav-
ery of self-interest and fear. A.W. Tozer once said, “Many Christians…have 
unusual gifts and talents and capacities—yet they have not exercised the dis-
cipline of girding up their minds and spiritual potential in order to make the 
necessary progress in the Christian life…they are like a treasured Stradivarius 
violin that has never been put in tune. They have never taken the time to sit 
down and tune that priceless instrument, therefore he gets no melody and 
harmony from it.”2 

Spiritual disciplines not only free us from self, they make us useful for ser-
vice.

Susanna Wesley was a remarkable woman who gave birth to 19 children. The 
ones we know are John and Charles Wesley. One day, John asked her to define 
sin. I doubt if any theologian could do any better. She said, “Son, whatever 
weakens your reasoning, impairs the tenderness of your conscience, obscures 
your sense of God, or takes away your relish for spiritual things; in short, if any-
thing increases the authority and power of the flesh over the Spirit, then that 
to you becomes sin, however good it is in itself!”3  

Spiritual disciplines not only free us from self and make us useful for ser-
vice, they also keep us sensitive to sin and anything that dulls personal 
devotion to Christ.
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Perhaps this will encourage us to pray as David Livingstone prayed, “Lord, 
send me anywhere, only go with me. Lay any burden on me, only sustain me. 
Sever any ties but the tie that binds me to Your service and Your heart.”4  

Spiritual disciplines keep us close to God’s heart.

What Is the Primary Requirement for Spiritual Disciplines? 

The number one requirement for having spiritual disciplines is a longing af-
ter God. This is the result of being born from above or receiving a new heart. 

 Psalm 42:1-2—“As the deer pants for the water brooks, so my soul pants for You, 
O God. My soul thirsts for God, for the living God; when shall I come and appear 
before God?” 

This longing after God is the gift of salvation. It doesn’t matter whether you are 
a seasoned saint or new believer; spiritual disciplines are for every believer. 
When God brings salvation to us, one of the most amazing things that happens 
is that He changes not just what we do, but what we want to do. Every true 
born again believer wants, longs for, and thirsts after a greater fellowship and 
intimacy with God.

 Psalm 42:7—“Deep calls to deep at the sound of  Your waterfalls…”

Deep within the heart of every believer, there is a call to a deeper, fuller, and 
closer walk with God. Are you tired of superficial fellowship and frothy experi-
ences? Do you long to launch out into the deep and go on with God? If you do, 
then prepare yourself to face two difficulties. The first is the busyness of life. 
The second is the knowledge of how to practice spiritual disciplines. However, 
mastering the “how to’s” of spiritual disciplines is no guarantee of spiritual 
growth. Why not? Because it is possible to practice the mechanics and yet miss 
the sweetness of fellowship with God. God is concerned about the heart. Jesus 
said of the Pharisees and scribes in Matthew 15:7-8, “You hypocrites, rightly did 
Isaiah prophecy of  you: ‘THIS PEOPLE HONORS ME WITH THEIR LIPS, 
BUT THEIR HEART IS FAR FROM ME.’” 

The life that is pleasing to God is not a series of steps or rules that we keep 
daily. It is a life of faith, resting in His promises, and standing on the sure 
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knowledge of an all-sufficient Savior Who is too wise to make mistakes and 
too good to be unkind.

Willpower will never succeed in dealing with the deeply ingrained habits of 
sin. Will worship, which is the human response to worship God our way and 
not His, may produce an outward show of success for a time, but eventually 
the storms of life will show the true condition of the soul. A strong determi-
nation has no defense against a careless word, an unguarded moment, or a 
sudden impulse.

Free agency is totally incapable of bringing about a change of desire and the 
inward power necessary to overcome sin. The truth we need to embrace and 
remind ourselves of everyday is that growth is not a result of work, but of grace 
received. We receive this grace as we daily discipline ourselves to spend time 
with the Lord in the morning watch.

What, Then, Is the Benefit of Spiritual Disciplines?          

Spiritual disciplines are a means or vehicle through which we receive God’s 
enabling power. They allow us to place ourselves before God so that He can 
transform us! 

The Apostle Paul says in Galatians 6:8, “For the one who sows to his own flesh will 
from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap 
eternal life.” 

The image Paul uses is that of a farmer. A farmer is helpless to grow grain. All 
he can do is cultivate the soil, plant the seed, water the ground, and pray to God 
that a harvest will come. This is the way it is with spiritual disciplines. Spiritual 
disciplines are sowing to the Spirit. They are God’s way of getting us into the 
ground, where He can do His work in and through us. By themselves, they do 
nothing; they only get us to the place where God does His work. (Cf. Phil.2:13)

What Must We Avoid in the Practice of Spiritual Disciplines? 

Jesus said in Matthew 5:20, “For I say to you that unless your righteousness surpasses 
that of  the scribes and Pharisees, you will not enter the kingdom of  heaven.” 
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Although the Pharisees often get a bad rap, and rightly so, they were willing to 
do many things in the name of God that most Christians are unwilling to do. 
Jesus said they would “…travel around on sea and land to make one proselyte…” 
(Matt.23:15), yet most Christians aren’t willing to drive across town. The Phari-
sees possessed zeal, but it was fleshly and ungodly zeal. They possessed righ-
teousness, but it was external. When Jesus said we must possess a righteous-
ness that surpasses theirs, He meant that it must be internal and divine. 

The first trap we must avoid is turning spiritual disciplines into a law that 
we keep to be self-righteous or to gain favor with God. Favor with God comes 
by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone (Eph.2:8-9).

 Romans 4:4-5—“Now to the one who works, his wage is not credited as favor, but 
as what is due. But to the one who does not work, but believes in Him who justifies 
the ungodly, his faith is credited as righteousness.” 

God imputes righteousness to our account not because of our works or ef-
forts, but because of Christ who justifies us by faith, which is His gift to us.

The second trap we must avoid is making spiritual disciplines a gauge of 
spiritual growth. Spiritual growth is not measured like physical growth. You 
cannot weigh spiritual growth or take a doctrinal test to measure it. Spiritual 
growth must be tested, and how we respond in the test reveals where we re-
ally are spiritually. However, never forget, the gauge of our growth is likeness 
to Christ (Gal.5:22-23). 

The third trap we must avoid is thinking that spiritual disciplines transform 
us. Always remember, spiritual transformation does not come by doing, but by 
beholding:

 2 Corinthians 3:18—“But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror 
the glory of  the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to 
glory...” 

Paul compares the believer’s salvation experience with the lifting of a veil. 
When we are converted, born again, saved—which are all synonymous terms—
the Holy Spirit removes a veil, as it were, from our hearts and shows us the glo-
ry (personal divine perfections) of Christ. As we behold the Lord Jesus Christ 
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by faith, we see the knowledge of God in His face (2 Cor.4:6). In other words, 
the Holy Spirit lifts the veil to see Christ in His glory, and then Christ reveals to 
us the glory and knowledge of God (John 1:1, 14, 18), and we are transformed 
by it. 

What this means for us is that looking is a way of becoming. As we look upon 
Christ with eyes of faith in the mirror of the Word, our lives are being progres-
sively transformed to be more and more like Him! The glory of the New Tes-
tament is that our reflecting of the Lord’s glory has the potential for always 
increasing—looking to Christ is the key to transformation! Spiritual disciplines 
help us to get to that place.

How Do I Cultivate Spiritual Discipline in My Life?                        

The first step on the path of spiritual discipline is to remind yourself that 
discipline is really about having SELF-CONTROL. In Galatians 5:22-23, we 
read that self-control is a fruit of the Spirit. Here are three facts that must be 
firmly fixed in our minds if we are to cultivate spiritual discipline in our lives: 

Self-control means living within boundaries.

 Proverbs 25:28—“Like a city that is broken into and without walls is a man 
who has no control over his spirit.” 

In biblical times, a city without walls was unthinkable. It would be what South-
erners call “bone stupid,” because it invited destruction. Any band of hood-
lums from a neighboring city could attack a wall-less city at will, guaranteeing 
suffering for the entire community. Only strong walls could bring a peaceful 
night’s sleep. In the same way, undisciplined lives are like defenseless cit-
ies without robbers going in and out. Self-control or discipline is a gift of the 
Spirit that helps us fight against sinful lusts which wage war against our soul 
(Gal.5:22:-26; Rom.13:13-14). 

Self-control means thinking before acting. 

 Proverbs 16:20—“He who gives attention to the word will find good, and blessed 
is he who trusts in the LORD.” 
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Sin is like loud noise that makes it hard to think. Christian thinking is simply 
learning to think God’s thoughts after Him, and we have the “mind of  Christ” in 
the Scriptures (1 Cor.2:14-16). 

Self-control is not self-dependence. 

 Galatians 5:22-23—“But the fruit of  the Spirit is…self  control…” 

Self-dependence is focused on ourselves. Self-control is an enablement from 
the Spirit Himself. 

The second step on the path to spiritual discipline is to examine yourself 
carefully by asking: DO I REALLY WANT SELF-CONTROL? Remember, our sin-
ful nature hates self-control because it sees boundaries as limiting, whereas 
the new man (the regenerated you) not only longs to live within the boundaries 
God has set, but also sees them as blessings. Carefully and thoughtfully ask 
yourself the question again: Do I really want self-control? 

Do you want it, but only in “pill form” so that you obtain it without break-• 
ing a sweat? 

Do you want it because you are supposed to want it? If so, you’re not • 
thinking yet. 

Do you want it, but not at the expense of saying “no” for the rest of your • 
life to something you really love?

Do you want it only sometimes?• 

Do you want it tomorrow? • 

Do you want it, but are waiting for God to remove the desire for other • 
things first? 

Do you want it to make life easier or to save you money? In other words, • 
you want the guilt to go, but you don’t want the grace of God and the will 
of God to replace it? 

C.S Lewis cuts to the heart of the issue with the question: Do you prefer play-
ing in mud puddles when God offers you a holiday at the beach?5  
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The third step on the path to spiritual discipline is to BELIEVE AND ACT 
UPON WHAT THE WORD OF GOD SAYS. 

Remember the grace of God.1. 

 Titus 2:11-12—“For the grace of  God has appeared, bringing salvation to all 
men, instructing us to deny ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly, 
righteously and godly in the present age.”

Meditate on the coming of Christ.2. 

 1 Peter 1:13—“Therefore, prepare you minds for action, keep sober in spirit, fix 
your hope completely on the grace to be brought to you at the revelation of  Jesus 
Christ.” 

 What are the benefits of meditating on the return of Christ?  

 
First, it reminds us that there is a deadline. The battle with sin is • 
hard, but it will be over someday. 

Second, eternity reveals the things that are really important. • 

Third, it reveals our true identity—children of God! • 

Develop a clear strategy and be accountable to other growing Chris-3. 
tians.

 Proverbs 13:18—“Poverty and shame will come to him who neglects discipline, 
but he who regards reproof  will be honored.” 

Spend time with wise, growing, godly people. 4. 

 Proverbs 24:6—“For by wise guidance you will wage war, and in the abundance 
of  counselors there is victory.” 
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Application:          

Discipline begins with self-crucifixion. In other words, if you are going to live a 
disciplined life, you must go to your own funeral and bury your self-will in order 
that God’s will may reign supreme in your heart. There is no way for your will 
to be empowered to do God’s will until it first dies to its own desires and when 
the Holy Spirit brings fresh power within. Once you do this, you must continue 
to do it daily (1 Cor.15:31). With that foundation in place, here are the ABCD’s 
of spiritual discipline:

Ask without pettiness. A. Luke 11:9-13 has become one of the most im-
portant passages in the entire Bible to me. Jesus tells us to ask for the 
Holy Spirit’s enabling power. This is a prayer I pray before ever speak-
ing to anyone about the Lord, but especially before entering the pulpit. 
There is an interesting contrast in this passage between a snake instead 
of a fish and a scorpion instead of an egg. Jesus made it clear that when 
we ask for things that we think are good for us, God will never betray us 
by giving us something that is not good. What this means for us is that 
when we ask for pleasure, we end up empty, but when we ask for God’s 
will, we are full of God and blessed with unspeakable joy. 

Being before doing.B.  Being has to do with our identity. Doing has to do 
with our activity. We derive our purpose for living from who we are, not 
what we do. In my Pop Warner football days, our peewee division team 
always entered whatever stadium or field we played at with the team 
chant. The captain began by shouting, “Who are we?!” Then the team 
followed by shouting back, “Dusters!”

 
 “Who?!” “Dusters!”
 “Who?!” “Dusters!”
 “Are bad?!” “Yea!”
 “What?!” “Yea!”
 “What?!” “Yea!”
 “How bad?!” “Superbad!”
 “How bad?!” “Superbad!”
 “How bad?!” “Superbad!”
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 This little pep chant sought to instill in us as football players what God 
desires to instill in you through the truth. Who am I? I am a child of God! 
What does it mean to be related to Him? It means I don’t belong to my-
self, but to Another! If we truly believe this, then we know that belonging 
to Jesus means doing His will, pursuing His will, and receiving His grace 
to fulfill all that He has appointed and ordained for us. 

Convictions without compromise. C. Truth is the instrument that shapes 
the believer’s convictions—and convictions are not opinions. However, in 
order for those convictions to be a part of your character, you must act 
on truth over and over and over again. When this happens, then truth 
becomes rooted down so deep in your life that to change a conviction 
would be like changing the very essence of who you are. If you want to 
grow in discipline, then learn to act on the truth without compromise.

Discipline without drudgery.D.  When we understand the purpose, pit-
falls, and fruit of discipline, then we can look forward to the blessings 
it brings. The disciplined athlete thinks of the prize. The disciplined 
boxer thinks of the title. The disciplined soldier thinks of the honor. The 
disciplined farmer thinks of the harvest and its profits. The disciplined 
Christian thinks about… You finish the statement. Yeah, that’s right, the 
smile of the Father and the words, “Well done, good and faithful [servant]...” 
(Matt.25:21).
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_____________________________________
Resources:
1 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of  Discipline, p.1
2 A. W. Tozer, I Call It Heresy, p.142
3 Sherwood Eliot Wirt and Kersten Beckstrom, Topical Encyclopedia of  Living Quotations, p.227
4 Ambassador-Emerald, Intl. / 2004, David Livingstone: Missionary to Africa
5 Jeffrey D. Shultz and John West, Jr., C.S. Lewis The Reader’s Encyclopedia
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“But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of  the 
flesh. For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against 

the flesh; for these are in opposition to one another, so that you may not do 
the things that you please.” 

Galatians 5:16-17

Introduction:          

One of the greatest areas of difficulty and confusion as it relates to morn-
ing devotions is found at the level of desire. There are times when the desire 
for private devotion with God burns like a fire in the believer’s heart. During 
these times, we thirst with longing for God, as the red deer panting for the 
water brooks. On the other hand, there are times when the flame of desire 
burns low, when the light is dim and weak, and the only wind that keeps it from 
completely dying out is the Spirit’s presence (Cf. Is.42:1-3). 

In this lesson, our aim is to address the root issue of desire. Why is there an 
ebb and flow in our desire for God? What if we have no desire? What weak-
ens our desire? What enflames our desire for God? How can we cultivate and 
guard a greater hunger for communion with God?

Something to Think About:           

An old story is told about a dog sledder in Alaska who owned two dogs: one 
black and the other white. Once a month he would bring the dogs to town and 
set them against each other—and then take bets from the townspeople on 
which dog would win. Sometimes the white dog would be victorious; on other 
occasions, the black dog would win. The fights were not fixed; in fact, they 
were absolutely ferocious—but the owner always would bet on the winning 
dog. When he finally stopped fighting the dogs, he was asked by a friend, “How 
could you tell which dog would win?” He said, “That’s easy; the one I feed.” 

He would starve one dog for a week or two, feed the other well, and then let 
them fight. The starving dog would always lose and the well-fed dog would 
always win—every time! If the old nature is winning consistently in the area 
of your devotional life, check up on your feeding habits. Which “dog” are you 
feeding?
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In Galatians 5:16-18, Paul highlights another fight. It is the guerilla warfare of 
the Christian. Have you ever experienced that tug-of-war in your life—a desire 
to please God and yet a desire to please self? One of the evidences that a 
person has become a new creature in Christ is this inward battle between the 
Spirit and the flesh. The Christian is a person who has two sets of desires, two 
powers at work within one and the same person. These two opposing realities 
are your unredeemed humanity and your redeemed spirit. 

When a man or woman comes to Christ, having first been drawn to Him by the 
Holy Spirit (John 6:44, 65), the Spirit takes up residence in his life and gives 
him a new nature. Now he has a new nature (the Spirit) in an old house (the 
flesh)—and the old house does not want a new occupant! This is what causes 
the inward battle.

If there is no battle, there is no saving grace. In our focal text, the Apostle 
Paul tells us that these two powers are contrary to one another, which means 
they will never agree. The Spirit of God comes to set up a whole new program 
in your life. His desire is to run the show. But the flesh says, “No, you won’t! 
I have been running this show for all these years and I’m not about to give it 
over to you.” 

This is how it works. We know we should start each day in a quiet place with a 
definite time, a specific plan, and an expectant spirit to wait on God to speak; 
yet we do not have our quiet times. We know we ought to witness for Christ 
every day. Opportunities present themselves to say a word for Him, but we 
don’t do it. We know we need to encourage others in the faith, yet we find a 
reason not to do it. 

Do we know why this is? I’ll tell you. There is a war going on inside of you! Paul 
said in Romans 7:15, “For what I am doing, I do not understand; for I am not practic-
ing what I would like to do, but I am doing the very thing I hate.” The Christian life 
cannot be maintained without a struggle—the flesh setting its desires against 
the Spirit and the Spirit against the flesh. 

What are the advantages of this conflict?

It humbles us by giving us a better knowledge of our sin.1. 

It makes us more watchful.2. 
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It endears us to the Savior.3. 

It commends us to the riches of God’s grace.4. 

It makes us long for the rest of heaven. 5. 

What Are We to Do? How Do We Get Victory Over the De-
sires of the Flesh?          

First, the believer must choose his master. Who will your master be? The 
Spirit or the flesh? 

If you choose the Spirit, then the command is “…walk by the Spirit…” Walking 
by the Spirit is not some magical or mystic thing. Whenever you obey the Word 
of God, which the Spirit inspired (2 Tim.3:16), you are conducting your life un-
der the control of the Spirit. When the flesh says, “Strike back at that person 
who hurt you,” and you obey the Spirit when He says, “Hold back and pray,” 
you have just walked in the Spirit. When the flesh says, “Indulge yourself—
you deserve it,” but you follow the Spirit who says, “Deny yourself and glorify 
Christ,” you have just walked in the Spirit. Choosing the Spirit as your master 
means living under the controlling influence of the truth of His Word and in 
dependence on Him. 

The word “walk” is one of Paul’s favorite euphemisms (Rom.8:4). It speaks of 
our daily conduct or walk of life. The imagery of walking carries with it three 
concepts: 

Walking assumes you’re going somewhere.1.  It means there is a desti-
nation, and there is only one destination to pursue if you want to experi-
ence God’s overcoming power: the will and glory of God. If you are not 
committed to living for God’s glory and doing His will, there will be no 
transfer of power. 

Walking implies dependence.2.  When you walk, you place one foot in 
front of the other, putting all your weight on each foot for each step. To 
walk in the Spirit means you must put your full weight on Him, depending 
on His power, not your own. It is not enough to simply begin the Christian 
life in dependence on the Spirit; we must maintain that dependence.
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Walking implies consistency.3.  If you take one step and sit down, you 
won’t get very far. Walking is repetitive. What Paul is calling us to do is to 
continue to walk in the Spirit, day-by-day, moment-by-moment. In order 
to do this, our life must be in harmony with the mind of the Spirit found 
in the pages of Holy Scripture. His will must be our guide. His Word must 
be our authority. The only way we can walk in harmony with the Spirit is 
not to grieve Him (Eph.4:30). 

The question to ask yourself is this: Have you chosen your Master? 

Second, the believer must understand how to overcome fleshly desires—“…
and you will not carry out the desire of  the flesh.” 

Let’s first clear up a common misunderstanding. The Bible does not say that 
when you walk in the Spirit, you will no longer have any of the desires of the 
flesh. What the Apostle said is, “…walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out 
the desire of  the flesh.” There is a big difference between not having a desire and 
not acquiescing to that desire. Every Christian will go to the grave carrying fleshly 
desires. What Paul wants us to know here is that the Spirit does not kill those 
desires, but He does give us the power not to give in to them.

This is different than just having a strong will. An unbeliever can say “no” to 
harmful habits, but he cannot and does not say, “Yes!” to God’s will. This is the 
difference between a disciplined unbeliever and a disciple of Christ. 

If you smoked tobacco before you were saved, when the Spirit came to take 
up residence in your heart, the flesh did not stop craving nicotine. The same 
is true if you drank alcohol or lived in sexual immorality. There are times when 
the Spirit completely liberates some from the fleshly cravings; however, that’s 
the exception, not the rule. The flesh will never be converted—that’s why it 
needs to be transformed. The teaching of this statement is simple. Think of it 
this way: you cannot be walking in downtown Phoenix and walking on the strip 
of Las Vegas at the same time. You will be doing either one or the other. That’s 
the benefit of walking in the Spirit. You cannot be spiritual and carnal at the 
same time. When you are spiritual, you are not carnal. When you are carnal, 
you are not spiritual. If you walk in the Spirit, you will not at the same time be 
able to carry out the desires of the flesh. If you want to overcome the desire of 
the flesh, you must learn how to walk in the Spirit. 
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Third, the believer must discern how his nature works—“For the flesh sets its 
desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; these are in opposition to one 
another, so that you may not do the things that you please.” 

Here Paul gives us another important insight. Both the flesh and the Spirit 
have desires. The Greek verb for desire (“epithumeo”) does is not necessarily 
indicate an ill-governed desire. It simply means a strong wish or inclination; it 
conveys the idea of having affections toward something as a matter of natural 
course. This is the same desire that prompted Paul to desire to depart with 
Christ (Phil.1:23). It is used of the prodigal son who naturally longed for the 
food that the swine were eating because he was hungry (Luke 15:16) and the 
beggar who naturally longed for the crumbs which were falling from the rich 
man’s table (Luke 16:21). 

What must we learn to discern? We need to learn how our nature works. The 
flesh prompts desires or actions that are in opposition to the Spirit. The flesh 
always originates or prompts desires tending away from holiness. The Spirit, 
on the other hand, originates desires after what is good and holy. If the Spirit 
prompts the believer toward that which is good and holy, immediately the flesh 
mounts an opposing attack. It seeks to thwart the Spirit’s prompting or ac-
tions. Yet, on the other hand, if the flesh prompts you toward something that is 
selfish and sinful, the Spirit opposes the actions of the flesh. 

What is the aim of the flesh? To paralyze the believer—“…so that you may not 
do the things that you please” (Gal.5:17b). Its aim is to interrupt your devotion and 
service to Christ. 

Think of it this way: It’s like being in a football game, when the other team 
opposes you across the line of scrimmage. As you try to go forward, this other 
team, captained by the flesh, says, “You don’t want to come this way! If you try 
to run the ball around this way and think you’re going to score a touchdown 
for God, you’re going to lose ground!” The flesh opposes, resists, intimidates, 
and threatens. 

But the Spirit of God runs interference for us like a pulling guard in football 
who pulls out of his position to block from the running back as he comes 
sweeping around the end. The reason they call it “running interference” is 
because the guard is there in front of the running back, ready to interfere or 
block any attempts to tackle the running back by the opposing team.
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If the analogy holds true, we can say that God has given the believer the Holy 
Spirit, and the Holy Spirit is like a powerful “pulling guard.” It is the role of the 
Holy Spirit to block for you so that when your opponent, called the flesh, seeks 
to tackle you for a loss, the Spirit is there to knock the flesh on its “backside” 
and clear your path for the goal—God’s glory! 

How Can We Cultivate and Guard a Greater Hunger for 
Communion With God?          

Starve the flesh and feed the Spirit. 
 

 Romans 13:14—“But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for 
the flesh in regard to its lusts.” 

 1 Peter 2:11—“Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly 
lusts which wage war against the soul.” 

Do you want to starve the flesh and feed the Spirit? Start by putting down the 
remote control and picking up your Bible. Get off the phone and get on your 
knees. Turn your eyes away from that magazine and turn your eyes toward your 
Master, the Lord Jesus Christ. Stop indulging your appetites and start listening 
to the prompting of the Spirit. 

Change your spiritual diet.

 1 Peter 2:2—“Like newborn babies, long for the pure milk of  the word, so that 
by it you may grow in respect to salvation.” 

 Hebrews 13:9—“Do not be carried away by varied and strange teachings; for it is 
good for the heart to be strengthened by grace, not by foods, through which those who 
were so occupied were not benefited.” 

If victory over the desires of the flesh is to be yours, then you must get off of 
that “Gospel light” diet. A radio program in the car while driving from place to 
place cannot sustain you sufficiently for the battle. Take your lunch hour alone 
and spend half that time reading a chapter in Psalms and praying. 
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Sow more to the Spirit than to the flesh.

 Galatians 6:7-8—“Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man 
sows, this he will also reap. For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh 
reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal 
life.” 

The image Paul uses is that of a farmer. A farmer is helpless to grow grain. 
All he can do is cultivate the soil, plant the seed, water the ground, and pray 
to God that a harvest will come. This is the way it is with spiritual disciplines. 
Spiritual disciplines are sowing to the Spirit. They are God’s way of getting us 
into the ground, where He can do His work in and through us. By themselves, 
they do nothing; they only get us to the place where God does His work. (Cf. 
Phil.2:13)

The principle is simple: what you plant is what you get back. When you feed 
the flesh, it is like planting seeds in the field of your own selfish desires. When 
the harvest comes, the only thing it will produce is ears of rotten and sinful 
actions. If you feed the Spirit, it is like sowing good seed into the ground of the 
Spirit, and when the harvest comes, you will reap the golden grain of spiritual 
fruit and eternal life.

The word “mocked” here literally means to turn your nose up at God and to treat 
God with contempt. How do you turn your nose up at God? By thinking that 
you can indulge in the flesh all day long without reaping the consequences. 
Paul says, “God is not mocked”; in other words, you will not have the last word, 
God will! 

We cannot gain victory over the strong desires of the flesh by repression and 
resistance only. 

Spiritual things must be the chief concern of our lives. We must seek the Holy 
Spirit’s power as the guide and strength of our activities. Spiritually growing 
out of the indwelling of God’s Spirit must become the habit of daily life. It is 
not enough to have brief moments of spiritual reflection and then return to the 
world to have our hearts, minds, and wills preoccupied with unspiritual things. 
It can only be done through spiritual union and daily communion with Christ. 
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Review: What is the way to victory? How do we cultivate and guard a greater 
hunger for spiritual things? 

Starve the flesh and feed the Spirit.• 

Change you spiritual diet.• 

Sow more to the Spirit than to the flesh. • 

Finally, our desires will ultimately be inflamed by what they love. 

John Owen answered the question, “What makes spiritual things desirable?” 

“What we love is what captures us…no one can have a detached attitude to 
the things of this life unless there is a strong attachment to spiritual things…
we love what seems most desirable to us…learning to love the beauty of spiri-
tual things is the way to possess some of their beauty…if there has never been 
a true spiritual understanding of these things but only a mental appreciation 
of them because of the effect of some difficult circumstance in life, then when 
that circumstance has improved, love for spiritual things may seem less im-
portant…a steady love for spiritual things is encouraged by our often thinking 
about those things. We would never suppose a person to have a sincere love 
for anything he thought little about. How many people pretend to love God, yet 
think of Him only rarely and never meditate on His Word! Temptations are only 
successful when we give them our love…whatever has our love has us…to 
maintain [our love for God and spiritual things] we must be earnest in prayer, 
watchful against sinfulness, walk by faith and examine ourselves daily.”1  

Application:          

Do you want to awaken your desire for Christ and spiritual things? Do you want 
to cultivate a healthy desire for God’s presence? Starve the flesh and feed the 
Spirit. Change your spiritual diet. Sow more to the Spirit than to the flesh. And, 
finally, set your love upon Christ. Try this simple act. Tell Him from the depths 
of your heart: “Lord, I love you.”
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1 John Owen, Thinking Spiritually, pp.57, 59, 85, 89-91
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“The secret of  the LORD is for those who fear Him,  
and He will make them know His covenant.”

Psalm 25:14

“The LORD is near to the brokenhearted and  
saves those who are crushed in spirit.”

Psalm 34:18

“For the devious are an abomination to the LORD;  
but He is intimate with the upright.”

Proverbs 3:32

“As I was in the prime of  my days, when the friendship  
of  God was over my tent.”

Job 29:4

“If  anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My Father will love him, 
and We will come to him and make Our abode with him.” 

John 14:23

“No longer do I call you slaves, for the slave does not know what his mas-
ter is doing; but I have called you friends, for all things that I have heard 

from My Father I have made known to you.”
John 15:15

Introduction:          

All of these verses contain key elements of that divine privilege which the 
Bible describes as intimacy with God. What is intimacy with God? It cannot 
be stringently defined but its marks are clearly revealed in the Word of God. 
When you gather together all that is said about it in the Scriptures, you dis-
cover that intimacy with the Lord is described as: a secret and confidential 
communion (Ps.25:14), a familiar intercourse (Prov.3:32), a felt or conscious 
nearness and close friendship (Job 29:14), a burning heart (Luke 24:32), a 
special favor (Is.66:2), a personal interchange, an abiding fellowship, and a 
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transforming encounter (John 14:21, 14:23, 15:15).  

Intimacy with God involves • knowledge, but it is more than biblical informa-
tion. 

Intimacy with God involves • emotions, but it is more than uninformed ex  
citement. 

Intimacy with God involves • service, but it is more than Christian duty.

Nicolas Herman of Lorraine, whom we know as Brother Lawrence, called in-
timacy, “an inward sense of God, a loving gaze and a silent communicating 
with God.”1  

No experience of the Christian is more profitable to the soul than to feel afresh 
Christ’s love for him. Yet, no experience is so neglected in our day. It is pos-
sible to believe in Christ savingly, but not know Him intimately. It is possible to 
be in the fold of God, but only know the Shepherd from the afar. What do all 
of these marks teach us about intimacy with God? It teaches us that it is a 
dynamic relationship, not one of drudgery. It is like a romance, where you are 
not the one in control, but God is in control. The more you experience it the 
more you are amazed by it.

Why Is There Such a Lack of Intimacy With Christ in Our 
Lives?          

There are two reasons that we must identify and confess right from the start, 
before we can move forward to gain or renew what Christ died to give us:
 

The first reason is the sinful reluctance to take the time and trouble • 
necessary to have our hearts brought into a feeling or intimate state. 
Intimacy with God is not automatic. It does not just happen. You have to 
plan for and pursue intimacy.

  
 In Ephesians 5:22 and following, Paul compares our relationship to God 

to the marriage relationship. Despite whether you are married, you can 
understand this principle. When two people come together in marriage, 
they don’t just drift to the altar. Before that commitment is made, time 
was spent getting to know each other. You went out on dates together. 
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You talked on the phone often. And when you were not on the phone or 
on a date, you wished you were. Your thinking became consumed with 
your spouse to-be, and the investment of time and energy eventually led 
to the marriage altar. 

 Most marriages start off with passionate intimacy, but what happens as 
the months and years go by? Couples begin to drift apart emotionally 
because other things, like family, work, and the activities of life crowd, 
out their investment in one another. 

 The same is true with our intimacy with God. Intimacy is not mechanical. 
It is not like a savings bond or a mutual fund in which you have invested 
that pays you interest each month. Neither is intimacy with God like an in-
stant breakfast or a drive thru commodity. You have to intentionally plan 
to pursue a greater intimacy or the intimacy you have will slowly evapo-
rate. What happens is that the lust of many other things enters in and the 
love of Christ grows cold. Minutes are spent in prayer, hours are spent on 
sports. Minutes are spent in study, hours are spent on television. Will we 
admit up front that the sinful reluctance to take the time and trouble to 
bring our hearts into a place of intimacy is one of the chief causes? 

The second reason is connected to the first: we have learned to be-• 
come content with head knowledge of Christian truth. Head knowl-
edge is very deceptive because it causes you to feel as if you are grow-
ing (1 Cor.8:1) or that you have received some breakthrough, when, it 
fact, spiritual growth or intimacy cannot be measured by knowledge; it is 
tested by experience. What do you do when the situation comes in which 
the truth must be practiced? That’s where the test of spiritual maturity 
comes. Have you become content with head knowledge? Do you sup-
press tears of conviction or delight because you have convinced yourself 
that emotions are sentimental or fleshly? Have you brainwashed your-
self into thinking that any sort or emotional response or outward excite-
ment is a sign of immaturity? 

The English martyr, John Bradford, made it a rule “to never to go away 
from any duty before he had felt something of Christ in it.”2 In other words, 
he sincerely prayed and strove to make sure his heart was aflame for 
Christ before he left off praying or closed his Bible. 
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Charles Spurgeon informs us in one of his sermons that Bernard of Clair-
vaux used to say to Christ, “I will never go away from Thee without Thee.”3  
What he meant was that he waited on Christ until he had a real sense of 
His presence that followed him after his devotions were over. 

This brings us to the heart of our study. There are two questions we want to 
answer in this study: 

How do we gain and grow in our intimacy with God?1. 

What are the signs and benefits of growing in our intimacy with God?2. 

How Do We Gain and Grow in Our Intimacy With God?        
 
First, you must be given a capacity for intimacy with God. 

Two verses highlight this necessity: 

 1 Corinthians 2:11-12—“For who among men knows the thoughts of  a man 
except the spirit of  the man which is in him? Even so the thoughts of  God no one 
knows except the Spirit of  God. Now we have received, not the spirit of  the world, 
but the Spirit who is from God, so that we may know the things freely given to us 
by God.” 

These two short verses are loaded with life-changing truth! Let’s break them 
down in order that we might glean the wisdom that leads to salvation. In these 
verses, Paul employs a simple analogy and then an application. The analogy 
is seen in verse 11: 

For who among men knows the thoughts of  a man except the spirit of  the man which 
is in him? (v.11a)

In other words, no matter how well I know you, I will never know all your 
thoughts; no matter how well you know me, you will never know all of mine. 
This is why people can live together for years and still turn around and say, “I 
really don’t know this person.” Why? Because when it comes to one human 
being knowing another human being, there are some limitations. Here is the 
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point: the only one who knows you is you. From the outside, all we can do is guess 
about one another, but you don’t have to guess about your own thoughts. We 
face certain limits with each other, but God faces no such limitation. He knows 
what you are thinking right now. He knows what you are feeling right now. 

Paul drives home his analogy by saying, “Even so the thoughts of  God no one knows 
except the Spirit of  God” (v.11b). What Paul means is that if we are to understand 
God or think His thoughts and truly know Him, we are going to have to receive 
the Spirit of God. We cannot find Him by ourselves.

Paul then moves from the analogy in verse 11 to the application in verses 12 
and 13: “Now we have received, not the spirit of  the world, but the Spirit who is from God, 
that we may know the things freely given to us by God, which things we also speak…” 

Three verbs are used to bring into sharp focus how the Holy Spirit illuminates 
our hearts and minds: “We have received…we may know…we also speak…” You 
see, Paul was not content to simply explain why the Holy Spirit is capable of 
revealing God’s truth. He goes into detail about the way in which the Holy Spirit 
accomplishes this:

First, we discover that illumination comes to the man who knows God • 
by receiving what the Holy Spirit reveals. It is not earned, purchased, or 
bargained for; it is not gained by denominational affiliation or lineage. Il-
lumination comes to every believer as a gracious gift of God. 

Second, we discover why this illumination is given.•  That we might 
know or understand what God has freely given to us. The knowledge we 
have is not irrational, superficial, or so mystical that it cannot be grasped. 
This speaks of the certainty of faith we possess. We know! That’s cer-
tainty. But we also understand what God has freely given to us. In other 
words, the Spirit performs an internal work upon us to help us get what 
God gives! 

Illustration: We are not to be like the man who was asked, “What do you 
believe?” And he said, “Well, I believe what the church believes.” And so the 
man was asked, “Well, what does the church believe?” And he answered, “The 
church believes what I believe.” And then he was pressed, “Well, what do you 
and the church believe?” And he said, “We believe the same things.” 
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This man had no clue about what he believed and hid behind the teachings of 
the church he didn’t know. This is not what a Christian is to be. He is to know 
what He believes and why He believes what He believes! The work of illumina-
tion happens when the Spirit imparts the light and power by and with the Word 
in our hearts. When this happens, you don’t claim that you possess some se-
cret knowledge as if God privately whispered into your inner ear. You don’t take 
your stand on human argument or dogma alone; when work of illumination 
happens, you are convinced of two things: the deity of Christ and the inspira-
tion of Scripture as the final authority for belief and conduct in your life.

We • receive, we know, and finally, we speak it. To whom? To other believers. 
How? Paul says, “…not in words taught by human wisdom, but by those taught 
by the Spirit…” (v.13). 

Always be suspicious of the person who says, “The Holy Spirit showed me 
something,” if you cannot find it rightly interpreted in the Bible. What Paul is 
saying here is that the Holy Spirit not only reveals to us the truth and enables 
our hearts to embrace the truth, but He also provides for us the very words of 
truth in the Bible. 

What is it that we receive and understand? Paul tells us “…the things freely 
given to us by God” (v.12). What are “the things freely given to us by God”? These are 
the things concerning who Christ is and what His cross has accomplished for 
us. It is the mighty achievement of God in the cross of Christ! Someone might 
say, “But Pastor, the whole world for the most part knows about Christ and His 
death.” However, the world does not see Christ and His cross the way we do (Cf. 
John 14:17). The world sees Christ as a reformer who died before His time at the 
hands of religious men, or as a Teacher who handed the world a new standard 
of morality, or even as a prophet alongside the likes of other prophets, like 
Moses and Elijah. But when we see Jesus, we see Him not as a reformer, but 
a Redeemer; not as a teacher who comes from God, but as God the Son who 
came not only to teach, but also to save. We see One whose life is not being 
taken from Him, but One who laid it down on His own initiative that He might 
take it up again (John 10:17). Always remember that Jesus was not delivered up 
by the Jews for envy, or Pilate for fear, or by Judas for money; He was delivered up by His 
own Father for love. Behind the cross was the mighty hand and loving heart of God 
the Father. This is what we understand! And this understanding is one aspect 
of the capacity God has given to us that we might enjoy intimacy with Him. 
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 Jeremiah 24:7—“I will give them a heart to know Me, for I am the LORD; and 
they will be My people, and I will be their God, for they will return to Me with their 
whole heart.” 

A true knowledge of God is the recognition of who He is! And this knowledge 
depends on the condition of our hearts. The “heart” represents the whole in-
ner life. When this is rightly disposed, then—and only then—we can know God. 
What we need, therefore, is not a new revelation, but a change of heart. Having 
more information, better presentations, or even a religious environment can-
not produce this intimate knowledge of God. Paul said, “…the world through its 
wisdom did not come to know God…” (1 Cor.1:21). When God changes our heart, 
our spiritual vision of God is opened to see the perfections of His character 
and glory. Jesus said, “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God” (Matt.5:8). 
The heart condition for knowing God is produced by God. The capacity to know 
God is a gift from God. This is the greatest blessing of redemption. 

Second, you must meet the conditions for intimacy. 

A reverent approach to the Scriptures in the right way and with the   1. 
right understanding

 Psalm 119:38—“Establish Your word to Your servant, as that which produces 
reverence for You.” 

Dr. Plummer hit the nail on the head when he said, “There is not a more 
important qualification of a student of divine things than profound rever-
ence for all that is sacred. Seriousness is not enough. Solemnity is nec-
essary, and that united with holy fear.”4  The Bible is not a textbook for 
research; it is a revelation of God’s own heart and plan, which is rooted in 
Jesus Christ. Since it all testifies about Christ (John 5:39), then it is to be 
read with the intent to “meet” Christ in it.

A humble submission to God’s authority 2. 

 James 4:7—“Submit therefore to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from 
you.” 
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 The “therefore” in this verse points us back to verse 6, where God reveals 
to us the value He places on humility. In Isaiah 66:2 we read, “…But to 
this one I will look, to him who is humble and contrite of  spirit, and who trembles 
at My word.” Nothing escapes God’s notice, but humility captures His 
attention. You will never be submissive to anyone—especially to God—if 
you have an arrogant spirit or proud heart. Submission is one of the key 
truths in the Bible. It’s a military term that means “to place yourself in 
the proper rank.” 

 One of the ways of thinking about submission is like getting a new align-
ment. When your tires are out of alignment, it causes your car to pull to 
one side or another. Sometimes it is hard to notice if you need one, so 
one of the ways is to let the wheel go, and watch what direction the car 
moves. Our spiritual lives are the same. Which way does your life move 
when you are not required to be engaged in service? Another way to 
discover your need of an alignment is to look at the tires themselves. 
Which ones are wearing out faster? When it comes to our spiritual lives, 
often our priorities are out of alignment, and the way we seek to fix it 
is by changing the tires. There are some who change from ministry to 
ministry or from church to church, like changing tires in hopes of getting 
things back on track. But nothing changes. 

 Submission to God means getting your spiritual life aligned with God’s 
will by making His desires your desires, His goals your goals, and His 
priorities your priorities. 

 Another way of thinking about submission is like leaving that warm spot 
in your bed in the morning. You know what I’m speaking of, don’t you? 
That place in your bed that has a warm, comfortable feel to it because 
you have been lying there for some time. In order for you to leave that 
spot in the morning for morning devotions, go to work, or get the kids 
ready, you have to make a choice, right? You get my point, I hope.  

 We have places like this in our lives. Places that have become warm and 
comfortable. They are not bad places; they just provide us with a tempo-
rary pleasure that can sometimes keep us from greater blessings. 
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 If intimacy with God is to be experienced in your life, you’re going to have 
to make a determined choice that’s going to cost you some temporary 
pleasure. However, the greater blessing is worth it all. 

A loving obedience to Christ3. 

 John 14:21, 23—“He who has My commandments and keeps them is the one who 
loves Me; and he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and 
will disclose Myself  to him…If  anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My 
Father will love him, and We will come to him and make Our abode with him.” 

 Two promises are made if the conditions of loving obedience are met: 
first, a disclosure, “…I will love him and disclose Myself  to him.” The word 
“disclose” (“emphanizo”) means “to make manifest.” Here Jesus prom-
ises a personal self-disclosure, heaven on earth, and paradise in em-
bryo! What will He disclose to us about Himself? He reveals the secrets 
of His love, His mind, His purposes, His heart, His providence, and His 
kingdom (Matt.11:25, 13:11; Mark 4:4; Luke 8:10). One of the most stag-
gering truths that our Lord Jesus Christ reveals to us is that He loves 
His people as friends. He treats His people as friends and He opens His 
heart to them as friends. One of the benefits of this intimacy is that He 
reveals to His friends what He conceals from others.

 The second promise is that He (Jesus) and the Father will come and 
make their abode with us. The word “abode” is translated from the Greek 
word “meno,” which means room, mansion, or dwelling place (Cf. John 
14:2). In other words, God is willing to become the mansion, the dwelling 
place of our souls! The Holy Spirit is the divine homemaker. He makes 
our hearts a home for God! What this means for us is that when the 
condition of loving obedience is met, then the promise of Christ’s real 
and felt presence will be fulfilled—and the Christian will experience God.

A thorough dealing with your sin 4. 

 James 4:8—“Draw near to God and He will draw near to you. Cleanse your 
hands, you sinners; and purify your hearts, you double-minded.” 
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 Let us remember that James is speaking of believers and not unbeliev-
ers, for the unbeliever does not want to draw near to God at all. The 
“cleansing of the hands” was a part of the temple ceremony where the 
priest had to perform this duty before he could offer sacrifices. It repre-
sented getting rid of the defilement of sin. Just as the heart represents 
inward attitudes, the hands represent outward actions. One of the rea-
sons we lack spiritual intimacy with Christ is that we refuse to call sin 
what it is. We call it a mistake, a problem, a weakness, a bad choice, 
or “issues.” James is calling us to deal with those outward sins by first 
calling sin what it is, and then by making the kind of decisions that will 
affect our actions. 

 Being “double-minded” means to have a divided mind. It means that 
sometimes we want to be sinners and saints at the same time. James 
is calling us to stop being spiritually indecisive and to get focused on 
the Lord and His ways. The action step Jesus gives is to deal ruthlessly 
with your sin or your sin will deal ruthlessly with you (Cf. Matt.5:29-30). 
Repentance will feel like poking your eye out or cutting your hand off. It’s 
saying goodbye to something you “feel” you can’t live without. But you 
can, and you must, if intimacy with God is your desire!

A wholehearted seeking after God5.  

 Jeremiah 29:13-14a—“‘You will seek Me and find Me when you search for Me 
with all your heart. I will be found by you,’ declares the LORD…” 

 Although God is not far from each one of us, “for in Him we live and move 
and exist…” (Acts 17:28), yet this natural nearness is often unrecognized. 
Certainly, it is not sufficient to bring us into sweet fellowship with Him. 
God may be recognized as being near, but still not enjoyed (Is.45:15). 
God tells us that to be found, He must be searched for. However, He 
seeks us before we seek Him (Rom.3:11). Our search is the response of 
our hearts to His invitation (Is.65:1). Nevertheless, the search must be 
made. The promise of finding is attached to the condition of seeking. 
The prodigal must return to his father before he can receive a welcome 
home (Luke 15). 
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 Often our intimacy is hindered because our search is half-hearted and 
cold. The catalyst that will prompt our search is the value we place on 
fellowship with Him. To search for God with the whole heart means to do 
so sincerely, spiritually, inwardly, not with religious and formalities, but 
with a single earnestness of purpose. 

 The reward is that the search will be successful. We may not find God 
when we want to or in the way we expected, but the promise is sure. 
God, the greatest Person, will be found…and when we find Him, we find 
our rest, our joy, and our all.

 

A quiet meditation on His Word6. 

 Psalm 39:3-4—“My heart was hot within me, While I was musing the fire 
burned; Then I spoke with my tongue: ‘LORD, make me to know my end and 
what is the extent of  my days; let me know how transient I am.’” 

 
 We will address the subject of meditation in the next lesson, but for now 

let this truth bless your heart: meditation is that practice of concentrat-
ing our thoughts on one of the great doctrines of the Gospel or an as-
pect of the character of God until our hearts are affected. 

What Are the Signs and Benefits of Growing in Our Inti-
macy With God?          
 
Acquaintance with Christ apart from real heart knowledge of Him is one of 
the most serious tragedies in life. Some are easily satisfied with ignorance. 
Others have become content with a superficial knowledge of Christ because 
it doesn’t disturb their lifestyle and self-centered goals. It is easy to mistake 
a mere knowledge about Christ for that intimate close relationship which He 
describes as truly knowing Him. So, what are the signs?

To truly know Christ as personal Savior is to experience deliverance from the 
practice and power of sin. Where such daily victory is not enjoyed, it is obvious 
that He is not known. 
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To know Christ as Friend is to have a sanctifying companionship with Him 
that lifts the ordinary things of life, like work, parenting, service, and relation-
ships, into the sphere of His pleasure. In other words, one will seek to please 
the Lord in the ordinary things of life. Where there is little or no love expressed 
in choices made or where pursuits are not consistent with His desires, it is 
clear that He is not known. 

To know Christ as Lord means to possess uncompromising obedience to all 
that we understand to be His will. Where there is no active obedience to the 
things He says, where there is no active engagement in the kingdom enter-
prise, where there is no genuine sympathy with His people or His cause ex-
pressed in deeds, then we can safely and biblically assume that He is not 
really known. 

What are the benefits of growing in intimacy with God?

Our faith becomes more alive• 

Our hope grows• 

Our love of the entire Trinity and the church deepens• 

Our vision of His will becomes unclouded• 

Our distrust of the world increases• 

Our hatred for things contrary to His will grows• 

Our zeal for His glory is seen• 

Application:          

From this lesson, identify the one truth ringing in your ears or pounding on 
your heart that you know you must act on. Write it below:

________________________________________________________________

Now pray: Lord, by Your grace and for Your glory, I will act on this today. 
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_____________________________________
Resources:
1 Brother Lawrence, The Practice of  the Presence of  God, p.131
2 Maurice Roberts, The Christian’s High Calling, p.146
3 Ibid, p.146
4 Dr. Plummer, Earnest Hours, p.321
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“Oh how I love Your law! It is my meditation all the day.”
Psalm 119:97

“When I remember You on my bed, I meditate on You in the night 
watches, for You have been my help, and in the shadow of  Your wings I 

sing for joy.”
Psalm 63:6-7

 
“My eyes anticipate the night watches, that I may meditate  

on Your word.”
Psalm 119:148

“But his delight is in the law of  the LORD,  
and in His law he meditates day and night.”

Psalm 1:2

“Let the words of  my mouth and the meditation of  my heart be accept-
able in Your sight, O LORD, my rock and my Redeemer.” 

Psalm 19:14

“This book of  the law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall 
meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do according to 
all that is written in it; for then you will make your way prosperous, and 

then you will have success.”
Joshua 1:8

“Cease striving and know that I am God…”
Psalm 46:10

Introduction:          
 
The clear teaching of Scripture reveals there is a connection between physi-
cal and emotional tranquility and spiritual clarity. There is direct correlation 
between reverential silence and spiritual illumination. There is a link between 
solitude and sanctification, between stillness and realness when it comes to 
our relationship with God. 
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The need to quiet ourselves in our noisy and combustible world is not only 
helpful, but it also makes us vulnerable. Dr. Paul Rees once said, “Silence is 
an aid to memory. When we are still, the past comes back to haunt us, per-
haps to humble, or to make us happy.”1  Perhaps this is the reason why medi-
tation is treated like the “step-child” of spiritual disciplines. Samuel Chadwick 
said, “The soul needs its silent spaces.”2  Our aim in this study will be to find 
out why and how. 

When General Douglas MacArthur died, the United States lost one of its great-
est generals and noblest sons. His life was molded and matured amid the 
perils and hardships of war. Writing about his background, one weekly maga-
zine said that MacArthur was “born to battle.” It can be equally said that the 
Christian has been “born,” not only for battle but for fellowship with God. One 
aspect of this fellowship is found in the spiritual discipline of meditation. The 
Bible uses two different Hebrew words to convey the idea of meditation; to-
gether they are used some fifty-eight times. These words have various mean-
ings: listening to God’s Word, reflecting on God’s works, rehearsing God’s 
deeds, ruminating on God’s Law, and more. In each case, the emphasis is laid 
upon changed behavior resulting from our encounter with the living God. 

What Is Christian Meditation?         
 
Simply put, Christian meditation is the ability to hear God’s voice and obey 
His Word. It is that simple. I wish I could make it more complicated for those 
who desire complexity. It involves no hidden mysteries, no secret chants, no 
mental gymnastics, and certainly no esoteric flights into some cosmic con-
sciousness. Let’s look at four angles that will bring the issue of Christian medi-
tation into full view: 

Christian meditation is the heart’s way of • receiving the truth of God’s 
Word. (Jer.15:16)
Christian meditation is the mind’s way of • loving the truth of God’s Word. 
(Ps.119:97)
Christian meditation is the soul’s way of • tasting the truth of God’s Word. 
(Ps.119:103)
Christian meditation is the will’s way of • choosing the truth of God’s 
Word. (Josh.1:8)
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Christian meditation is the soul’s way of self-examination using the spot-
light of God’s Word (2 Cor.13:5; Heb.4:12). Sometimes there are things hidden 
in our lives that we cannot see properly because of sin (Matt.6:22-23). In medi-
tation, God shines light on areas of carelessness or personal interest that we 
would otherwise miss. 

Christian meditation is the soul’s way of spiritual preparation. Before ma-
jor decisions in ministry, opportunities in service, or spiritual conflict in life, 
meditation has always been the place for preparedness (Mark 1:35). Before 
Jesus chose the twelve, He spent time in prayer and meditation (Mark 3:7-19). 
Before He went to the cross, He spent time in prayer and meditation in the 
garden of Gethsemane (Mark 14:32). The soul is fortified and given spiritual 
courage when we spend time receiving, living, tasting, and choosing to trust 
in the promises of Christ. 

Christian meditation can be understood better when it is contrasted with 
study. Although meditation should be included in our study, keep in mind that 
study deals with truths presented to the mind from the outside. Meditation 
deals with the content of those truths within the mind, reflected upon and 
rehearsed. It is learning to mold of our thoughts according to God’s thoughts, 
resulting in life and peace. 

 Romans 8:6—“For the mind set on the flesh is death, but the mind set on the 
Spirit is life and peace.”

Christian meditation is NOT like a tourist who rushes through a beautiful 
countryside getting no more than general impressions. Rather, Christian 
meditation is like the tourist who tarries for a while in one place to examine 
each facet, charm, mood, and setting. The man or woman who only reads 
God’s Word may know much, but it’s the one who meditates on God’s Word 
who knows more. 

What Others Have Said:         

Thomas Merton once said, “True contemplation is not a psychological trick 
but a theological grace.”3
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Thomas a`Kempis commented, “In meditation we are growing into a familiar 
friendship with Jesus.”4  

Andrew Murray observed, “Just as understanding grasps all the meaning and 
implications of a truth, so in meditation the heart assimilates it and makes it a 
part of its own life…the intellect gathers and prepares the ‘food’ on which we 
are to feed. In meditation the heart takes it in and feeds on it…meditation is 
the heart turning toward God, using His own Word, attempting to absorb it into 
the emotions and will, and its very life.”5  

Based upon the teaching of God’s Word, we can say that without meditation, 
there will be no real and deep transformation of our hearts and character into 
Christlikeness. Can we afford to neglect this spiritual discipline? Not if we de-
sire to live a life that is pleasing to God.

What Is the Purpose of Meditation?         
 
Meditation should always result in repentance and obedience. The purpose 
of meditation is to quiet the soul so that it may hear God’s voice, feel God’s 
touch, and bask in the glory of God in the face of Christ. In a nutshell, medita-
tion aims to know God and find the grace to make Him known. In Revelation 
3:20, we read: 

 Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if  anyone hears My voice and opens the 
door, I will come in to him and will dine with him, and he with Me.

The word “behold” is our Lord’s shorthand way of saying pay attention to what 
He is about to say because it is very important! In this familiar verse, Jesus 
paints a word picture that teaches us that meditation is like creating emo-
tional and spiritual space in our lives that allows Him to construct an inner 
sanctuary in the heart for fellowship. 

We are given four key insights that relate to the practical discipline of medita-
tion:

First, He, at whose door we ought to stand, has condescended Him-• 
self to stand at ours. To stand implies His deep concern and divine 
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patience. Dear fellow believer, do you understand that Christ longs to 
engage in spiritual fellowship with you? 

Second, Christ knocks and speaks.•  The idea of knocking is likened to 
outward calls of providence and the preaching of the Gospel; the speak-
ing interprets the knocks and informs us of the One who is knocking. 
He does not come occasionally and then depart; rather, He stands with 
great interest knocking at the door of our intellect with truth and love.

Third, the opening of the door signifies our cooperation, and respond-• 
ing to His voice is like opening the inner sanctuary of the heart. The 
soul is like a sanctuary with many doors (intellect, conscience, emo-
tions) and He knocks in many ways (through His Word and by His Spirit, 
trials, and tests). But we must open the door. God requires your willing 
cooperation. 

Fourth, the opening of the door depends upon our saying, “Yes,”•  and 
when we do, Christ becomes our Guest—“I will…dine with Him…” If we 
invite someone over for dinner, it is up to us to provide the meal, but 
what do we have to offer Christ that He will desire? It is our righteous-
ness? No! At this spiritual feast, that which the Lord enjoys most is “…a 
broken spirit and a contrite heart, O God, You will not despise” (Ps.51:17). How-
ever, something amazing happens when we open the door; the roles 
change and He also becomes our Host—“…and he with Me.” 

Is Christ knocking at the door of your heart? Do you hear the Lord speaking to 
you through His Word? Is there some unforsaken sin that has barred the door 
shut? By God’s grace, remove the hindrance at once so that sweet fellowship 
can be restored again. Just as He was known to the disciples on the road to 
Emmaus “…in the breaking of  the bread” (Luke 24:35), He can be known afresh 
in the breaking of our hearts. Will you come to Him in brokenness and trust in 
His undying love?

Adelaide Pollard wrote the hymn “Have Thine Own Way, Lord” in the early 
1900s during a time when she was suffering “great distress of soul.” Shortly 
before, she had tried unsuccessfully to raise funds for a missionary trip to 
Africa. A prayer meeting had brought to her heart a complete abandonment of 
self in submission to God’s will.6  The first verse of that hymn goes like this: 
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 Have Thine own way, Lord! Have Thine own way!
 Thou art the Potter, I am the clay.
 Mold me and make me after Thy will, 
 While I am waiting, yielded and still.

They that “wait” (rest) upon the Lord, the Prophet Isaiah said, “will gain new 
strength; they will mount up with wings like eagles [they will get ability they did not have 
before], they will run [for the need of  the moment] and not get tired, they will walk [in the 
normal course of  life] and not become weary” (Is.40:31). What is this new strength 
we find as we wait on the Lord? 

It is resistance to stand in the evil hour. If you have been failing in the • 
hour of temptation, it is directly linked to a refusal or neglect of medita-
tion in the morning hour.

It is an endurance to quietly and calmly press on in difficulty. Remember, • 
the person who perseveres under trials is promised the crown of life 
(James 1:12).

It is faith, hope, love, and joy to strengthen your backbone in a world of • 
sorrow. Jesus said that lawlessness in these last days has the poten-
tial of making you cold and unfeeling (Matt.24:12). However, meditation 
softens the heart with the oil of gladness. 

What Is the Difference Between Christian Meditation and 
Pagan or New Age Forms of Meditation?
 
Under the guise of physical exercise, stretching, or relaxation, some have 
sought to merge the Christian discipline of meditation with the Middle Eastern 
practice of meditation and call it “Yahweh Yoga.” However, the biblical idea 
of meditation and the false demonic practice of meditation are worlds apart. 
False religion in any form is dangerous and exposes participants to certain 
demonic influences. What is the difference between biblical meditation and 
false/eastern meditation? 
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Christian meditation and false/eastern meditation are complete opposites. 
One confines us and turns our attention totally upon self; the other catapults 
us into a divine encounter with God. One explores the sub-conscious; the other 
enables us to rest in Him Whom we have found, Who loves us, and Who draws 
near to us in holy fellowship. 

Is There a Proper Time for Meditation?         
 
Meditation is something that can be practiced at any time and under any cir-
cumstance (1 Thess.5:17). Some of the most fruitful times can occur when we 
take advantage of the “little moments” that fill our day: waiting in traffic, walk-
ing the dog, or driving to an appointment. 

There are two sides to meditation: one is when we are studying or reading 
the Bible; the other is when we are not studying the Bible—it is in these times 
when we should bring the truth to our minds in light of every situation we face. 
This is not a matter of forcing ourselves to think about the Scriptures; the Holy 
Spirit Himself will guide our thoughts in this direction, and it will become a part 
of our habits. 

How Do We Practice Meditation?          
 
The desire to spend time with God in meditation is dependent upon receiv-
ing grace. The fuel that fires that desire is the love of God (2 Cor.5:14). An-

Is an attempt to • fill the mind.

Stresses the need to be • attached 
to God in Christ.

Emphasizes the • gaining of power 
and grace because of one’s rela-
tionship to Christ.

Seeks to • face the realities of life 
by finding strength in the Lord.

Has as its final goal • attachment to 
God in Christ.

Is an attempt to • empty the mind.

Stresses the need to become • 
detached from the world.

Emphasizes the•  losing of individu-
ality to merge with the “Cosmic 
Mind.”

Seeks to • escape the burdens of life 
to be released into Nirvana.

Has as its final goal • detachment.
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drew Murray reminds us that the first requirement is to “present ourselves 
before God. It is His Word; that Word has no power of blessing apart from Him. 
(Rom.12:1-2)”7  In addition to this requirement, here are five guidelines to use 
when practicing meditation: 

First, meditation must be centered on Scripture. Notice how many refer-
ences are made to the Word of God in these passages:

 Psalm 119:97—“Oh how I love Your law! It is my meditation all the day.”

 Psalm 63:6-7—“When I remember You on my bed, I meditate on You in the 
night watches, for You have been my help, and in the shadow of  Your wings I sing 
for joy.”

 Psalm 119:148—“My eyes anticipate the night watches, that I may meditate on 
Your word.”

 Psalm 1:2—“But his delight is in the law of  the LORD, and in His law he 
meditates day and night.”

Just allowing your mind to roam freely is neither safe nor wise. We practice 
Christian meditation by taking the written Word and bringing everything we al-
ready know to bear upon a text, while asking simple questions. For instance:

 1 Corinthians 15:3—“For I delivered to you as of  first importance what I also 
received, that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures.” 

You could ask yourself: How did Paul deliver this truth to them? How was it de-
livered to me? Did he feel an obligation to take it to others? Do I feel any obli-
gation to share the Gospel with others? Why is this truth of first importance? Is 
this Gospel of first importance to me? That’s meditation. 

Second, meditation can be enhanced by entering into a text. Ignatius of 
Loyola encourages believers to “seek to live the experience…apply all of your 
senses…smell the sea, hear the lap of water along the shore, see the crowd, 
feel the sun on your head and the hunger in your stomach. Taste the salt in the 
air and touch the hem of His garment.”8  
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Third, a physical exercise in meditation that helps is to begin by simply 
putting your palms up in your lap. Let your hands be a symbolic indication 
of your desire to give all of your concerns to God and to receive all that God 
desires for you. 

Fourth, consider God’s creation. In your morning devotions, consider the 
theatre of God’s creation. When you see the wind blowing through the trees, 
turn to John 3 and recall what Jesus said about the work of the Spirit in regen-
eration. When you see the birds flying above or resting on the branch of a tree, 
turn to Matthew 6:25-26, and remember that your Father loves you infinitely 
more than sparrow and, therefore, there is no need to fear being without His 
provisions. Look at the trees, the grass, the mountains, the clouds, and the 
sky and then find a passage that says something about it. Start with Psalm 
19. 

Finally, draw near to God to listen, rather than to talk. 

In Ecclesiastes 5:1–2 we read, 

 Guard your steps as you go to the house of  God and draw near to listen rather than 
to offer the sacrifice of  fools; for they do not know they are doing evil. Do not be 
hasty in word or impulsive in thought to bring up a matter in the presence of  God. 
For God is in heaven and you are on the earth; therefore let your words be few.
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___________________________________________
Resources: 
1 Dr. Paul Rees, The Service of  Silence, Christianity Today, May 10, 1963 
2  Samuel Chadwick, The Path of  Prayer
3 Richard J. Foster, Celebration of  Discipline, p.12
4 Ibid, p.19
5 Andrew Murray, The Believer’s Daily Renewal, pp.55-56
6  Stephen F. Olford, The Way of  Holiness, p.29
7 Ibid, p.56
8 Foster, pp.29-30
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“The reason Christians have always planted schools where they have 
planted churches is because we are a people of  the book. It is true that the 
book will never have its proper effect without prayer and the Holy Spirit. 
It is not a textbook to be debated. It is a fountain for spiritual thirst and 

food for the soul. It is a revelation of  God, a living power, and a two 
edged sword. None of  this, however changes the fact that apart from the 
discipline of  reading, the Bible is as powerless as paper. Someone might 
have to read it for you, but without reading, its meaning and power are 

locked up.” 1  
John Piper

Introduction:           
 
By now, I hope you understand that there is nothing more important for the 
development of spiritual health in the Christian than a daily devotional life. It 
is as true in the spiritual life as it is in physical life that health depends upon 
what we eat as well as how much we eat. The eminent Bishop of Liverpool, 
J.C. Ryle once said, “Next to praying there is nothing so important in practical 
religion as Bible reading.” Then he went on to lay out, in his strikingly simple 
way, eight reasons why this is true. I have listed these reasons in the footnotes 
of this study.* 

One of the most common questions I hear from Christians who desire to grow 
spiritually is: What do I read or where do I go to find wisdom about _________? 
In this study, let’s seek to find direction and discernment concerning what to 
read. 

The Word of God has much to say about reading itself, how we read, as well 
as what we read. 

What Does Jesus Say About Reading?          

I wonder if you’ve ever noticed how many issues to which Jesus referred that 
would be answered if we had only read our Bibles.
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On the issue of what was lawful to do on the Sabbath, Jesus said,

 Matthew 12:3—“Have you not read what David did when he became hungry, he 
and his companions.” 

On the issue of divorce and remarriage, Jesus said,

 Matthew 19:4—“Have you not read that He who created them from the begin-
ning MADE THEM MALE AND FEMALE.” 

On the issue of acceptable worship and praise, Jesus said,

 Matthew 21:16—“Yes; and have you never read, ‘OUT OF THE MOUTH 
OF INFANTS AND NURSING BABIES YOU HAVE PREPARED 
PRAISE FOR YOURSELF’?”

On the issue of the resurrection, Jesus said, 

Matthew 21:42—“Did you never read in the Scriptures, ‘THE STONE 
WHICH THE BUILDERS REJECTED, THIS BECAME THE 
CHIEF CORNERSTONE; THIS CAME ABOUT FROM THE 
LORD, AND IT IS MARVELOUS IN OUR EYES’?” 

On the issue of eternal life, Jesus said, 

 Luke 10:26—“What is written in the Law? How does it read to you?” 

Often, a lack of understanding about God’s will is due to a lack of reading 
God’s Word. There are three great mistakes many people make when think-
ing about Bible reading or study. The first is the misguided concept that very few 
people can read or study the Bible. The second is the mistaken notion that any-
one can read and understand the Bible. BOTH OF THESE ARE WRONG. Only 
one kind of person can study the Bible, and we have to be that kind of person 
before we can read or study it well and with understanding. The person is first, 
the methods are second. If the person is wrong, meaning either he is unsaved 
or unspiritual, then nothing will really work when it comes to reading or study-
ing, even if he has the right methods. 
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The third mistake many people make is that they do not search the Scriptures 
for themselves. They read what others have said, and these words can be 
very helpful—we do not need to despise prophetic utterances (1 Thess.5:20-21); 
however, no matter how much help we can receive from others, we still must 
read and search the Scriptures for ourselves (Acts 17:11). 

How Are We to Read the Bible?           
 
It is obvious from the words of Christ Himself that reading the Bible is very 
important, but reading with understanding is crucial. Reading the Bible is not 
like reading other forms of literature because the Bible is not like other books. 
The Bible is not only a book with words and letters printed on pages of paper; 
the very nature of the Bible is spiritual (John 6:63). Therefore, everyone who 
reads this book must approach it with his spirit, not just with his head; and he 
must read it with dependence on the Holy Spirit. By his spirit, I am referring to 
the renewed spirit of every regenerated person (1 Cor.2:12). Not everyone is 
born again, and, for this reason, not everyone can read the Bible well. Those 
who have been born again can read and study the Bible with understanding. 

There are three prerequisites for reading with the Bible with understanding: 

First, you need to be spiritual•  (John 6:63, 4:24; 1 Cor.2:11-16, 3:1). We   
have already spoken on this in the introduction to this section.

Second, you need an open heart•  (2 Cor.3:18). To behold the Lord with 
an unveiled face is to be totally open to God. If you are not open to 
God, you will not receive His light. God has given to every Christian the 
same revelation or the same light in His holy Word. Nevertheless, the 
amount of understanding each one receives is different. The light is the 
same,but the people are different. Some who read with an open heart 
gain understanding; others, who are partially closed, only receive partial 
light. Some read and gain no light. We should never consider it a small 
thing when we have difficulty in understanding the Bible. If we have dif-
ficulty, it can only mean one thing: we are partially closed or completely 
closed and living in darkness! 
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 Openness to God means being unconditionally available and committed 
to God’s will. The man or woman who is open to God has no reserva-
tions. 

Third, you need single and clear eyes•  (Matt.6:21-22). If our hearts are 
set on things of the world, then our eyes will not be single or focused.
We will be doubled-minded, and we cannot serve both God’s interest 
and the world’s (James 1:7-8). The eye becomes single when we set our 
hearts to serve only one Master—the Lord.

Reading is a rigorous training of the mind, yet when it comes to spiritual things, 
we have to train our minds to think properly. Here are some simple reminders 
about how we are to read the Word of God:

We are to read the Bible daily and prayerfully•  (Acts 17:11). To allow 
aday to pass without hearing God’s voice as He speaks through the 
pages of His Word is like leaving the doors of your home open without 
any protection from worldly deviants. It’s like starving the soul. Some-
times there are situations that might prevent us from reading daily, but 
in these cases, we need to have the Word of God hidden in our hearts 
so that we  might meditate on it.

We are to read the Bible comprehensively•  (2 Tim.3:16). Don’t confine 
yourself only to the portions you enjoy. All of the Bible is for all of the 
people of God. 

We are to read the Bible attentively and thoughtfully•  (Ps.1:2). Do not 
hurry. Linger and ponder. Read and note. When reading the Bible, we 
must  keep in mind that every word and every phrase is inspired (2 
Tim.3:16).  This means that we cannot be careless in our reading. Pa-
tience is needed. If we do not understand something, we should come 
back to it a second, third, or tenth time. The greatest blessings often 
come in the smallest detail. To read with understanding yields the great-
est spiritual fruit.
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We are to read the Bible humbly•  (James 4:6). As you approach the Word  
of God, remind yourself that a proud mind and an arrogant spirit work 
like a steel barrier that will hinder you from receiving anything from God. 
Also, remember that God has gifted teachers to help His people under-
stand His truth. Be humble enough to ask for their help. 

We are to read the Bible believingly•  (1 Thess.2:13). Jesus said, “If  any-
one is willing to do His will, He will know of  the teaching…” (John 7:17). Illu-
mination is connected to a predisposed desire and commitment to obey 
what God reveals. If a man is not willing to obey the truth, he may learn 
the outward husk of a text, but he will not eat from its life or drink from 
its nourishing and liberating truth.

We are to read the Bible systematically•  (Ezra 7:11). Having a definite 
place and a definite plan of study yields far greater results that random  
nit picking. 

We are to read the Bible topically.•  Take a subject, like prayer, wisdom,  
or service, and find out all the Bible says about it. This is one of the sur  
est ways to master a particular subject. 

We are to read the Bible purposefully•  (John 5:39). The great Person 
about Whom the Bible testifies is the Lord Jesus Christ, and therefore, 
we are to read the Scriptures with the desire to “meet” Him in it. 

The Bible is like a road map. For direction, we need to learn where to turn to 
get where we need to go. This brings us face-to-face with the question, “What 
do I read to help me at various stages of my walk with God?” In other words, is 
there some guide to help you get what you need? The answer is yes!

Where Do I Turn in the Bible to Get What I Need?          
 
First, let us be clear that all of the Scripture is profitable for us at any given 
time. To assume that only certain portions of Scripture can help you is to start 
off on the wrong foot. 
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 2 Timothy 3:16-17—“All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teach-
ing, for reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; so that the man of  God 
may be adequate, equipped for every good work.” 

 Romans 15:4—“For whatever was written in earlier times was written for our in-
struction, so that through the perseverance and the encouragement of  the Scriptures 
we might have hope.” 

 1 Corinthians 10:11—“Now these things happened to them as an example, and 
they were written for our instruction, upon whom the ends of  the ages have come.”

 
 Matthew 4:4—“…MAN SHALL NOT LIVE ON BREAD ALONE, 

BUT ON EVERY WORD THAT PROCEEDS OUT OF THE 
MOUTH OF GOD.” 

 Jeremiah 6:16—“Stand by the ways and see and ask for the ancient paths, where 
the good way is, and walk in it; and you will find rest for your souls…” 

From these verses and many, many more, we discover that any portion of the 
Word of God is sufficient to do His work in our hearts as we believe it, receive 
it, and apply it. 

However, are there particular portions that we are to read when we are feeling 
depressed, when we fail, or when we need assurance or confidence? 
The best way to help in this regard is not to compartmentalize the Christian 
life into parts. Why? Because one part of our lives often affects other parts of 
our lives. Let us look at the Bible and the Christian as a whole, and then find 
direction for applying the truth of God’s Word where appropriate. 
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The key in Bible reading is NOT always knowing WHERE TO TURN, but discern-
ing WHAT YOU NEED. 

For every need we have to live a life that is pleasing to God, the Word of God is 
sufficient!
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Six Areas of Christian Living:         

As we walk through life, there is a constant and daily need to: 
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* 1) There is no book in existence written in such a manner as the Bible (2 Tim.3:16; 2 Pet.1:21). 2) 
There is no knowledge absolutely needful to a man’s salvation, except a knowledge of the things 
which are to be found in the Bible. 3) No book in existence contains such important matter as 
the Bible. 4) No book in existence has produced such wonderful effects on mankind at large as 
the Bible. 5) No book in existence can do so much for everyone who reads it rightly as the Bible (2 
Tim.3:15). 6) The Bible is the only rule by which all questions of doctrine or of duty can be tried. 7) 
The Bible is the book which all true servants of God have always lived on and loved (Ps.1:2). 8) The 
Bible is the only book which can comfort a man in the last hours of his life.

__________________________________________

Resources
1 John Piper, A Godward Life, p.82
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“Therefore, putting aside all filthiness and all that remains of  wickedness, 
in humility receive the word implanted, which is able to save your souls. 

But prove yourselves doers of  the word, and not merely hearers who delude 
themselves.” 

James 1:21-22

“But thanks be to God that though you were slaves of  sin, you became 
obedient from the heart to that form of  teaching to which you were commit-

ted, and having been freed from sin, you became slaves of  righteousness.” 
Romans 6:17-18

Introduction:          
I want to begin this study with a very personal question: Who are you behind 
closed doors? When you are away from your family, friends, co-workers, or 
brother and sisters in Christ, when you close the door in that place in your 
home where no one else sees you but God, what happens? Where do your 
thoughts go? Where do your desires lie? What are you really like in secret?   
 
John Owen has made a statement that takes us straight to the heart of this 
subject of application: “What a man is in secret, in these private duties, that he is in 
the eyes of  God and no more.”1  In other words, “the true you” or “the real core” 
of what kind of Christian you are is not found in what people think of you, as 
much as it is in what God knows of you. 

What does this statement do to you? Does it cause you to examine yourself? 
To think about your life, your inner motives, and your desires? Does it cause 
you to probe your conscience? If so, you are starting this study on the right 
track. The place where real, life-altering, spiritual application begins is in the 
hidden devotion of our lives. 

The Greek artist Apelles of Kos is said to have painted only one side of King 
Antigonus’s face to conceal the side that had no eye. Satan does the same 
by painting a half-face of sin. One of the greatest lies Satan has slipped in on 
the Christian is that it’s acceptable to God, and normative for the Christian, to 
live a double life. Because of the struggles we face on the narrow road, reason 
has inserted an alternative: it is not all that bad to possess one image publicly 
and another one privately. Yet, the call of God for every believer in Christ is not 
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to live perfectly in this life, but to strive by grace to live honestly, sincerely, and 
obediently to Christ. The old masters had a name for this. They called it living 
coram Deo—before the face of God. At its essence, application is faithfully living 
privately and publicly before the face of God. When we learn to live privately 
before the face of God in heart-felt prayer and true devotion in the morning 
watch, then we will live each day with a conscious sense of the smile of God 
upon us. Let us close our study on quiet times by answering some fundamen-
tal questions about application. 

What Is Application?         

Simply put: application is taking the truth of God’s Word and weaving it 
through every nerve and fiber of our mind, heart, and will so that it affects 
the way we live. 

Application happens when the heart and life submit to the precise and ex-
periential knowledge of God. It is the outworking of indwelling life and truth. 
The word “application” comes from two Latin words combined into one word. 
The word “ap” (ad) means “to” and “plico” means to knit. Together, it denotes 
joining one thing to something else in such a way as to change or affect that 
to which it is joined.

When you • apply fresh paint to a dingy wall in order to change the look 
of  a room, that’s application.

When you • apply pressure to a wound in order to stop the bleeding, that’s 
application. 

Application is to the Christian what air is to the lungs: without it, you die; with 
it, you live. Application is to the Christian what capital is to the businessman: 
without it, your purpose is lost; with it, others can enjoy the fruits of com-
merce. 

How Does Application Work?           
 
Let’s hear from both James and the Apostle Paul. In the first chapter of his let-
ter, James gives us the process by which the Word produces spiritual growth. 
The phrase “the word implanted” gives us a word picture of gardening. 
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Application is like gardening. The heart is like soil, and the Word of God is 
like a seed. It suggests a process of implantation and dissemination. In other 
words, the effects of the seed are not seen automatically. It must be planted in 
the soil of the heart; it must take root and then come up. It is only as the Word 
of God is implanted deep down into the roots of the heart by faith that it does 
its work in us and brings forth fruit. 

Keep in mind that God has already planted His Word in our hearts in regenera-
tion and brought us forth to be His “first fruits” (1:18). In other words, those 
who are already born again by the Word of God are now called to use that 
same Word to shape their lives and to keep them from sin. 

The • “Word of  truth” (the Gospel) which produces life is the same Word 
of truth that is able to nourish and sustain that life and bring spiritual 
growth (1:18). However, how we receive and apply that Word makes  all 
the difference. The Greek word for “hearer” in James 1:22 speaks of a 
person who attended a lecture but was not a disciple of the lecturer.  
The result of this kind of hearer is that he “deludes” himself. In other 
words, he falls under the mental deception that he is ready for some 
test, when, in fact, he is not prepared at all. As believers, we cannot 
afford to be unprepared for the test of life or of faith. So how can we 
avoid this delusion and make the truth we hear stick? The Old Testa-
ment scribe Ezra, gives us the secrets of making truth stick.

Ezra 7:10—“For Ezra had set his heart to study the law of  the LORD and to 
practice it, and to teach His statutes and ordinances in Israel.”

He made a personal commitment to walk with the Lord.1. 

He became a loyal student of the scripture.2. 

He put the truth into action.3. 

He shared what he learned with others.4. 

How does God transform and produce the fruit of the Spirit in our lives? As 
the Word of God roots itself more deeply in us, the new life develops and the 
old life dies. This is what application is all about.
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James tells us that application is like gardening. Paul tells us that application 
is like visiting a slave market. The question Paul is dealing with in Romans 
6:15-23 is: what if a person claims to be a Christian but continues to live in 
sin? What do we say about this kind of person? 

Paul invites us to come with him to the slave market. The market of slavery 
was well known to the readers, and Paul used it to both parallel and contrast 
the state of all men. It is not a pleasant place to go. There are slaves for sale, 
and other slaves running here and there serving their masters. Let’s walk up 
to the nearest slave and ask him who his master is. He gives an answer, but 
we do not know whether he has told the truth. How can we know whether his 
answer is honest or whether he has lied? Here is Paul’s answer:

 Romans 6:16—“Do you not know that when you present yourselves to someone as 
slaves for obedience, you are slaves of  the one whom you obey, either of  sin resulting 
in death, or of  obedience resulting in righteousness?” 

Paul’s answer is to watch that person and see whom he obeys. Whomever he 
obeys, that is his master. In the market of the world, there are only two mas-
ters: sin (6:17-20) and righteousness (6:22-23). These two masters demand 
two kinds of service: sin demands lawlessness, and righteousness demands 
holiness (6:19, 22). These two masters pay two different sorts of wages: sin 
pays death (6:16, 21, 23), and righteousness pays life (6:22-23). 

Now, why all this background? Because the picture that Paul gives us helps us 
to see how application works. What God has done to watch after us is to put 
us in the care of His close friend to keep us safe—and the name of that friend 
is DOCTRINE. 

In Romans 6:17-18 we read, 

 “But thanks be to God that though you were slaves of  sin, you became obedient from 
the heart to that form of  teaching to which you were committed, and having been 
freed from sin, you became slaves of  righteousness.” 
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Paul reveals five truths about how application is to work in our lives: 

First, application is personal—“But thanks be to God that though you were slaves of  
sin, you became obedient…you became slaves of  righteousness.” The personal pronoun 
“you” occurs 26 times in the space of 23 verses. By its emphatic and continu-
ous use, Paul is driving home the point that application is not incidental, it is 
intentional; and it must be applied by you. 

Second, application is practical—“…though you were slaves of  sin, you became 
obedient from the heart to that form of  teaching to which you were committed…” Implied 
in the word “committed” is the idea of practical action. 

Third, application is purposeful—“…you became obedient from the heart to that form 
of  teaching…” The “form of teaching” speaks of the standard of doctrine. The 
goal of all doctrine is to bring us into conformity to Christ. 
 
Fourth, application is doctrinal—“…you became obedient from the heart to that 
form of  teaching to which you were committed.” There can be no application with-
out teaching (“didache”) or doctrine. Jesus did not teach doctrine, expecting 
people to figure out how to apply it. Read the Sermon on the Mount or any of 
His teachings, and you will discover that every practical application (what to 
do) rested on doctrinal foundation (what to believe).

Fifth, application is logical—“…you became obedient from the heart to that form of  
teaching to which you were committed.” Application involves the mind, the heart, 
and the will, in that order. If application is to have any transforming effect on 
our lives, then three things must be true: the mind must be educated by the 
truth, the heart must be motivated by the truth, and the will must be activated 
by the truth. 

Sixth, application is impossible without the Holy Spirit’s power. (Romans 
7:25-8:4)

Here are the three laws of biblical application:

Law #1:•  there must be CONTENT. Without doctrine, there can be no ap-
plication of the truth. 
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Law #2:•  there must be INTENT. Without that content being personal,   
practical, personal, and logical, there will be no application. 

Law #3:•  there must be MOVEMENT from the mind to the heart to the 
will. 

Why Is Application Important?         

Ravi Zacharias, the Christian apologist, says, “The single greatest obstacle to 
the impact of the gospel has not been its inability to provide answers, but the 
failure on our part to live it out.”2  

What kind of impact can you envision if we:

Lived out the Great Commission to • “go…and make disciples…” (Matt.28: 
18-20)
Lived out the call to pray [fervently, unceasingly, and believingly] • (1 
Thess.5:17)
Lived out the command to love one another • (John 13:35)

Leonard Ravenhill once said, “No man [or woman] is greater than his prayer 
life. The pastor who is not praying is playing; the people who are not praying 
are straying…the two prerequisites to successful Christian living are vision and 
passion, both of which are born in and maintained by prayer. The ministry of 
preaching is open to few; the ministry of prayer—the highest ministry of all 
human offices—is open to all…to be much for God, we must be much with 
God…a sinning man [or woman] will stop praying, but a praying man will stop 
sinning.”3  

Additional Insights About Making Truth Stick         
 
The first step in making truth stick is hearing the truth with the right at-
titude. When someone says, “I didn’t get much out of that sermon or bible 
study,” the question should be asked, “What did you bring to it?” When you 
go to the fountain to get a cup or water, it is wise to bring a clean and empty 
cup. Often people come to the preaching hour or the Bible study with uncon-
fessed sin and/or a bias against the teacher or preacher. Instead of coming 
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to discover truth, they come to detect flaws. Instead of being a truth seeker, 
they are error-detectors. Whatever your attitude is, that’s what you bring to the 
preaching or teaching experience. If your attitude is poor, then your listening 
will be affected. 

The right attitude when approaching truth both privately and publicly must be, 
“Lord, I want to learn everything You have to say to me” (Ps.119:96, 125, 162). 

The second step in making truth stick is to hear with understanding (Read 
Matt.13:1-23). The primary focus of this parable is the condition of the heart 
as revealed by their hearing. Some people hear with their ears, but many do 
not understand with their hearts (v.15). They hear, but they don’t hear. In other 
words, they hear words, but they don’t understand them (v.17). 

King James II commanded an Act of Parliament to be read in all the churches. 
Preachers who disagreed didn’t want to read it, and members of their church-
es didn’t want to hear it. One pastor told his people, “Though I am compelled 
to read this, you are not compelled to hear it.” His congregation walked out. 
He then read the Act to empty pews. 

Many listen as if they are not compelled to do so; preachers preach as if to 
empty pews. In this parable of Jesus, we discover that He requires more. 

In the parable of the Sower, Jesus explains why some fail to understand the 
truth and why others do understand it and bear fruit (Matt.13:19, 23). The key 
that unlocks what Jesus is teaching is the simple fact that there are various 
hindrances to understanding. When the Word of God is taught or spoken, it 
can fall upon three kinds of unreceptive hearts: 

The hard, stony heart or the wayside hearer• —This hearer represents   
the person with a closed mind. With this person, the Word, like a seed, is   
on the surface, but not in the heart. 

The superficial heart or the stony ground hearer• —This hearer repre-  
sents the person with the emotional mind. With this person, the Word is   
in and on, but not down. 
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The worldly heart or the thorny ground hearer• —This hearer represents 
the person with the wandering mind. Here the Word of God is in, on, an 
down, but it does not come up. 

Three Hindrances to Understanding         
 
From this, we discover three things that hinder the fruit-producing Word of 
God in our lives are: hostility, emotionalism, and worldliness. Placed alongside 
these kinds of hearts or hearers, Jesus sets “the good soil.” This soil represents 
the man who “hears the Word” and also holds on to it (Luke 8:15). He is also the 
one who hears and understands (Matt.13:23).

Resistance (1 Cor.2:14)—This rock-like resistance can only be described as 
the response of an unbeliever. Believers struggle with sin, but they don’t reject 
the truth. This person is unwilling to deal with the plain sin in their lives. He 
makes excuses instead of making room in his heart for the Lordship of Christ. 
Is your heart hard and resistant to the doctrines of Christian holiness? Do you 
rationalize your sin so that your conscience rarely ever bothers you anymore? 
I call you to sincerely pray like David, “Search Me, O God, and know my heart…” 
(Ps.139:23).

Superficiality—This describes the person who reads or hears this material, 
but it goes in one ear and out of the other. They possess a “non-stick” coating 
in their minds. The problem is a lack of depth. This person does not reject the 
truth outright, he simply settles for a brand of Christianity that is comfortable 
and falls short of radical change. He accepts truth quickly and forgets it just 
as quickly. Sometimes there is a spasm of joy or excitement, but when any 
challenges come that require obedience to the Word, he abandons the truth 
or explains it away. 

Worldliness (1 John 2:15)—Worldliness is often mistaken for materialism. 
Worldliness includes materialism, but it is more. At the heart of worldliness is a 
life orientation, a focus, or a preoccupation. Worldliness is not so much about 
activities, as much as it is about priorities. Worldliness is about what comes first. 
Unlike the superficial hearer, this hearer is not lazy. He is zealous—but for the 
wrong things. 
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True Believers Are Not Immune to This Problem         
 
Take, for example, Charlie. Charlie is seeking to sell his home. He has put it on 
the market, and he must sell it in three months or lose a large sum of money. 
Every day and all day, he worries about the sale. He’s not sleeping properly. 
He’s biting at those in the house. He comes to church, but he will not commit 
to serving because he has no time. When he asks for prayer, it’s always about 
this matter. When he’s in church, he does not listen to what is said, but he only 
listens for that which applies to his situation. Everything in his life is consumed 
with this matter, and, like weeds, it chokes out any work that the Word would 
do in his heart. This is true of the unbeliever, but it can also be temporarily true 
of the believer. What preoccupies your mind today? 

How Do You Hear With Understanding?          
 
The good soil is described as a person who “…hears the word and understands it; 
who indeed bears fruit and brings forth, some a hundredfold, some sixty, and some thirty” 
(Matt.13:23). Luke 8:15 says the good soil is those who have “heard the word 
with an honest and good heart….” When the word comes to this person, he re-
ceives it with gladness and honesty, even if it cuts. He is eager to obey it, and, 
as a result, an understanding of the Word springs up. He perseveres in the 
truth. In other words, he stays after it until it gets down, comes up, and goes 
out! There is an inflow, an overflow, and an outflow. This person gives priority 
to the Word over other interests. He pursues excellence and righteousness out 
of gratitude and love to Christ. 

Understanding consists of three elements:

Hearing the truth precisely1. 

Processing the truth properly 2. 

Storing the truth personally and for practical use 3. 

Martin Luther once said, “Understanding is…a careful retention of what has 
been received.”4  
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A Final Word:          
 

Application 1. involves a correct understanding of what the Word of God 
means in any given passage.

Application 2. involves a clear understanding of what the Word of God 
calls for in any given passage.

 In other words, is there something I am to do or not to do? Does it tell me 
how to do it or what attitude I am to possess in imple menting it?

Application 3. involves planning. When am I going to apply this truth? 

 Asking simple questions, like:

How does God want me to change? (Action, attitude) »

How must I bring about the change? »

What is the first step? »

Where (area) and when should I begin?  »
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_________________________________________________
Resources:
1 John Owen, Works, Vol.6, p.300
2 Ravi Zacharias and Norman Geisler, Is Your Church Ready?
3 Leonard Ravenhill, Why Revival Tarries, pp.25-26
4 J.N. Lenker, Luther’s Sermon, Vol.8, p.306
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